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Abstract

Healthy skeletal muscle is a robust tissue that adapts with use. Muscle contrac-

tion—especially eccentric or active lengthening contraction— that occurs during

exercise, causes damage to muscle fibre membranes and triggers a signalling

cascade within the muscle fibre environment. The repair of this damage over time

leads to advantageous adaptations such as muscle growth and hypertrophy in

healthy muscle; however, little is known about the changes to the repair process

that occur in chronic muscle diseases such as cerebral palsy, Duchenne muscular

dystrophy, and inflammatory myopathies. Restoring muscle growth, strength, and

regenerative potential in pathological muscle would be the holy grail of treatment

for myopathies.

Skeletal muscle homeostasis is maintained by cells in the muscle environment.

Satellite cells (SC) are a muscle resident progenitor cell population, and the SC

niche regulates regenerative potential. Attempts to replenish SCs in ageing or

pathological tissue have illustrated the system’s complexity and the inability of

SCs to independently repair muscle. The activity of neutrophils, macrophages,

muscle cells and fibroblasts are essential in regulating muscle repair. The interac-

tions of these cells and their chemical environment ultimately lead to changes to

the whole muscle.
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Agent-based modelling (ABM) is a bottom-up computational modelling frame-

work where individual agents are programmed with sets of rules that they follow,

responding to their environment and other agents in a bottom-up fashion. ABM is

a valuable tool in connecting multiple scales of muscle physiology. Coupling ABM

with mechanical strain from finite element (FE) modelling of muscle provides

an avenue to investigate physiological changes in muscle over time. This thesis

presents coupled models of skeletal muscle repair in healthy and pathological

conditions that evaluates stages of muscle repair and how they contribute to the

muscle regeneration system as a whole, without a priori macro-scale assumptions.

The coupled agent-based model was used to evaluate the repair process fol-

lowing changes in the cell environment of healthy and pathological muscle fibre

bundles in response to changes in the mode of damage and changes to regenerative

potential. Regulation of the muscle repair system at the cellular level is crucial to

macro-scale muscle function and morphology. These models highlight the impor-

tance of understanding the muscle milieu in detail so as to maintain and restore

regenerative potential. Understanding the interactions between cells and their reg-

ulation by the environment using coupled ABMs of muscle repair is a promising

technique to test and discover more targeted hypotheses that lead to therapeutic

pathways for muscle repair.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Skeletal muscle is the most abundant tissue in the healthy human body and is

essential for the generation of movement across the animal kingdom. The ability

of skeletal muscle to undergo repair and regeneration after injury occurs con-

stantly throughout the lifetime. This fascinating process is the key to maintaining

healthy muscle, and yet it also may prove to be the root of degeneration in

muscle pathologies. Muscle diseases often lead to observable macro-scale changes,

but the pathophysiology stems from the muscle fibre environment. The question

then remains: what are the key differences between healthy and pathological

muscle fibre environments that lead to regeneration in healthy muscle and chronic

degeneration in pathological muscle?

Healthy skeletal muscle enables humans to move and perform everyday activ-

ities like standing, walking, and running. Its importance extends to maintaining

posture, protecting internal organs, and metabolism. Due to the location and func-

tion of skeletal muscle, it is susceptible to injury, which can take several different

forms. Acute muscle injuries include contusions, strains, lacerations, and adaptive

muscle damage induced by unaccustomed bouts of exercise [1–3]. Chronic de-

generative diseases such as muscular dystrophies, inflammatory myopathies, and

1



2 Introduction

cerebral palsy cause long term muscle damage and lead to pathological changes in

muscle such as decreased muscle mass, loss of control, and overall weakening [4–6].

Muscles also adapt with age and use, where disuse leads to atrophy of muscle [7,

8]. Older individuals suffer from age-related muscle loss (sarcopenia), changes in

muscle composition, and a decrease in the ability to build back muscle [9, 10].

However, one of the remarkable features of skeletal muscle is its plasticity and

ability to repair and regenerate following injury. Stimulation and use of muscles,

particularly for exercise, can counteract age-related sarcopenia and promote the

growth of muscle fibres, otherwise known as hypertrophy [11, 12]

The process of muscle regeneration is multi-scale, but can be described well as

commencing in the muscle fibre environment [13]. It is possible due to a coordi-

nated multi-cellular and multi-scale response involving growth factors, cytokines,

inflammatory cells, fibroblasts, and the presence of a population of muscle res-

ident stem cells termed satellite cells (SCs) [14–16]. Mechanical stimuli such as

exercise-induced eccentric contractions of muscle can cause damage to muscle fibre

membranes and trigger repair and regeneration [17]. Typical human muscle repair

occurs on a time scale of 2-4 weeks [13, 18]. During this time, damaged muscle

fibres release calcium and pro-inflammatory cytokines, while inflammatory cells

such as neutrophils and macrophages will infiltrate the damaged area and debride

the affected tissue [19, 20]. Following this, satellite cells activate, migrate and fuse

to existing myofibres or create new fibres [15, 21]. Fibroblasts subsequently repair

the surrounding extracellular matrix to maintain healthy proportions of muscle

fibre and connective tissue [22, 23]. This repair process results in well-organised

muscle fibres and often leads to observable macroscale muscle adaptations [24].

Mechanisms of muscle adaptation have been well-studied in healthy scenarios;

however, few studies have focused on the outcomes for muscle following pertur-
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bations to the process of muscle repair. In other words, it is relatively unknown

how an altered regeneration and repair process may impact the long-term health

and function of skeletal muscle. Disruption of the muscle repair process may

lead to poorly formed muscle tissue with reduced capacity for contraction, force

production and force transfer, which leads to a decreased mobility. Such is often

the case in individuals with chronic myopathies where the presentation of the

damage-repair cycle is, more often than not, incomplete. Diseases such as muscular

dystrophies, inflammatory myopathies and cerebral palsy have unique aetiology,

but they each result in increased muscle necrosis over time that overwhelms

the muscle regeneration process [4, 25, 26]. It is important to understand how

factors such as the localisation of damage, and changes to regenerative potential,

affect the outcomes of muscle regeneration. It is also important to recognise that

the chronic nature of these lifelong diseases affects the way that muscle damage

presents itself, and also alters the cellular environment for repair.

Inflammatory myopathies are incurable rare diseases that occur as three main

subtypes: polymyositis, dermatomyositis, and inclusion body myositis [27]. These

diseases are often attributed to autoimmune dysfunction and are characterised

by progressive muscle weakness and fatigue [28, 29]. Muscular Dystrophies are

caused by genetic mutations that present as altered protein production that fails

to produce healthy skeletal muscle [30]. Duchenne muscular dystrophy is the most

severe form with an average life expectancy of approximately 28 years [31]. Con-

trary to exercise-induced damage where localised strain results in localised areas

of damage, chronic myopathies often display widespread inflammatory damage in

muscle cross-sections [27, 32]. Both types of myopathies have persistent damage

and incomplete repair of muscle, and this mode of damage must be considered in

addition to daily and rehabilitative use.
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Cerebral Palsy (CP) is a neuromusculoskeletal disorder that occurs due to a

brain infarct, at or near the time of birth [5]. Despite neural aetiology, CP is the

most common cause of physical disability in childhood, with progressively worsen-

ing musculoskeletal symptoms. Individuals with CP often have weakened skeletal

muscle with decreased muscle volume that deteriorates over time [33–35]. This

leads to compromised posture, mobility, balance and coordination. Disruptions in

the cellular processes involved in skeletal muscle regeneration may be implicated

in adverse changes to the whole muscle. An observed change to the muscle en-

vironment is a decrease in the number of SCs, leading to reduced regenerative

potential [36]. Given that almost all children with cerebral palsy survive to adult-

hood and live with physical disabilities [5], an investigation into the process of

muscle degeneration in cerebral palsy is warranted. With a sufficient understand-

ing of how muscle degeneration manifests in CP, and in response to widespread

chronic inflammatory damage, treatments may be developed to lessen degenera-

tion or promote regeneration over time.

1.1 Research Motivation

Chronic myopathies have a significant effect on quality of life of an individual and

this is furthered by an inability to complete cycles of muscle regeneration. Typical

exercise-induced muscle regeneration is robust in part because of the mechanosen-

sory properties of cells that respond to the insult [37]. It is not well known how

this process adapts in absence of a mechanical stimulus, and in the presence

of widespread chronic inflammatory damage. There is a need to understand

cellular and chemical changes occurring in the muscle repair system, in response

to exercise-induced injury and disease. This project proposes an alternative in

silico technique for investigating alterations in the muscle regeneration process

that may contribute to the outcomes observed in various chronic myopathies. In
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addition, research into the microstructural adaptations in CP muscle is limited.

Since the central aetiology of CP is neural, considerable research has investigated

the nervous system. However, muscle adaptations have been shown to occur

secondary to spasticity and cannot be entirely attributed to changes in neural

activation. Differences in the macroscale appearance of healthy muscle tissue and

muscle affected by CP can partly be attributed to differences in sarcomeres, cell

populations, connective tissue, and cytokines. It is important to recognise that the

differences in the CP muscle environment lead to changes in recovery in response

to day-to-day use such as exercise.

Cell function and tissue morphology in skeletal muscle depend largely on

physical factors such as force and geometry. Force transmitted from fibre to fibre

through the surrounding connective tissue activates signalling cascades within

skeletal muscle that are responsive to mechanical stimuli [37, 38]. Mechanobiology

is the study of how physical factors affect the behaviour of cells within that tissue

[39]. Finite element (FE) modelling can incorporate the mechanics of muscle

into the biological study of muscle regeneration. The finite element method is

a computational modelling technique that discretises a large and complex phys-

ical system into smaller finite elements [39, 40]. The physical behaviour of the

elements is described as a system of equations and solved to approximate the

behaviour of the system as a whole. FE models are a good starting point for

integrating the mechanics of muscle fibre bundles and their strain distribution

during active contraction with the biological movements of cells to damaged areas.

Agent-based modelling (ABM) is a computational modelling technique that

connects cellular and molecular mechanisms of a physiological process to its emer-

gent macroscale phenomena [41]. An organ’s response to stimulus, for example,

can be connected in silico to the molecular signalling pathways that mediate that
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response. Current use of ABM in biology includes modelling tumour formation

[42], vascular remodelling [43], bone tissue regeneration [44], wound healing [45],

and signalling and metabolic processes [46]. To my knowledge, ABM has never

been conducted to study the skeletal muscles of children with cerebral palsy (CP)

or to explore how different modes of chronic injury affect muscle repair, in spite of

the fact that physiological and metabolic processes underlie muscular degenera-

tion in chronic myopathies, and that ABM is well-suited to probe these processes.

To understand muscle degeneration in chronic myopathies at the most fundamen-

tal level, it is essential to undertake modelling that incorporates molecular and

cellular dynamics. This project will utilise novel ABM combined with FE analysis

to explore muscle regeneration in chronic myopathies compared to typical, with

the aim of connecting changes in muscle morphology to the underlying cellular

and molecular factors.

Motivation for this research stems from the hypothesis that pathological mus-

cle degeneration in chronic myopathies results from an impairment in the muscle

regeneration process. There is a need to better understand this process in individ-

uals with chronic myopathies as they grow. This research aims to firstly provide

an efficient in silico model of the micro-scale muscle milieu during muscle re-

generation. The model will then be applied to investigate mechanisms of muscle

degeneration in cerebral palsy, and the changes in muscle regeneration outcomes

following localised and widespread inflammatory damage such as that observed in

chronic myopathies. The following section lists the objectives for this research.

1.2 Research Objectives

a) Determine the key cellular mechanisms of skeletal muscle regen-

eration in healthy muscle and in muscle affected by CP.
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The aim of this objective is to determine the key differences in the regenera-

tion process in healthy muscle and muscle affected by CP. CP was chosen as

a pathology to explore muscle regeneration modelling because of the likely

mechanobiological role of CP muscle damage, and the ability to simulate

impaired regeneration through altering the concentration of satellite cells.

Here, I will identify and assess cell types, cytokines and growth factors funda-

mental to the regeneration process. Concurrently, I will identify changeable

parameters between typical regeneration and pathological regeneration that

can be simulated in an agent-based model.

b) Explore agent-based modelling in muscle regeneration.

To understand the use of ABM as a technique in physiological modelling of

skeletal muscle, I will investigate examples of use of ABMs in biology and

in doing so, be able to explain the benefits of this modelling technique in

modelling cellular and molecular mechanisms of disease. This will lead to

the exploration of ABM platforms such as NetLogo and Repast Simphony,

and their effectiveness for modelling muscle regeneration.

c) Develop a new agent-based model of human muscle regeneration.

In this objective, I will create an agent-based model of human muscle re-

generation with parameters that can be altered to mimic the skeletal muscle

and regeneration in healthy muscle, CP muscle, and following localised or

widespread damage which represents chronic myopathies. Models will be

seeded and validated from the literature.

d) Determine a framework for coupling ABM and FE modelling to

create mechanobiological models of skeletal muscle regeneration

in CP and chronic myopathies.

These frameworks will be built to provide mechanical feedback from the FE
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model to the ABM in order to localise the cell-signalling in the ABM. I will

further couple these by implementing regeneration of the model geometry

following ABM iterations and producing the geometrical changes in the FE

model. I will use this model to explore local and widespread damage sce-

narios, as well as cellular environments during different forms of exercise in

typical and cerebral palsy conditions.

1.3 Significance of Contribution

Mechanisms of muscle regeneration are complex and made more confounding by

the presence of chronic muscle pathologies where the outcome is muscle degener-

ation. The mechanobiological models built here take advantage of the strengths

of both ABM and FE modelling to probe the complex process of human skele-

tal muscle regeneration. These models provide novel avenues to probing systems

of typical muscle regeneration and testing individual hypotheses that may reflect

disease states. Muscle regeneration and degeneration in pathological conditions

have rarely been explored in a computational bioengineering context, let alone as

a molecular and multi-cell system, despite the impact of muscle repair on day-

to-day activities. By coupling ABM and FE modelling into a mechanobiological

framework, this work incorporates the mechanical and temporospatial interac-

tions between multiple cell types and molecules in muscles that have rarely been

studied as a whole system. Here, I offer an in silico method for testing potential

mechanisms of muscle degeneration in skeletal muscle pathologies that would not

otherwise be physiologically possible. What is presented here is a novel frame-

work that incorporates multi-scale and multi-modality computational modelling

and pursues complex questions about human physiology and regeneration in both

health and disease.
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1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis is the culmination of an individual endeavour to investigate the

physiological mechanisms and processes of skeletal muscle regeneration. This was

pursued by the development of computational models of human skeletal muscle

repair and regeneration in both healthy and pathological conditions. Included in

this thesis are works that have been previously published or are in preparation

or under review. Chapters that include independent works are prefaced by an

introduction and literature reviews on skeletal muscle repair and computational

modelling; the outcomes of these studies are interpreted in Chapter 7. An overview

of individual chapters is as follows:

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review of the current understanding of

skeletal muscle physiology and mechanics, its component parts, and the specific

cellular events that take place during muscle regeneration. Following this is a

review of how cellular events are altered in CP, muscular dystrophies and inflam-

matory myopathies.

Chapter 3 reviews existing computational models of muscles, agent-based

modelling, and its application in biology. This chapter also describes the use of

finite element modelling to mimic mechanical strain inputs to the agent-based

model, in order to develop a mechanobiological model of muscle repair.

Chapter 4 presents a preliminary agent-based modelling study that inves-

tigates the role of satellite cells and fibroblasts in healthy muscle and in muscle

affected by cerebral palsy. Initial agent-based model development is described and

stands as a precursor to Chapter 5. This chapter has been previously published

as a book chapter:
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Khuu, S., Virgilio, K.M., Fernandez, J.W., & Handsfield, G.G. (2020).

Mechano-Physiological Modeling to Probe the Role of Satellite Cells and Fibrob-

lasts in Cerebral Palsy Muscle Degeneration. In Lecture Notes in Computational

Vision and Biomechanics (Vol. 36).

Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of mechanically coupled agent-based mod-

elling in studying skeletal muscle repair. Detailed coupling methodology is in-

cluded, and individual FE modelling and ABM methods are also explored. The

model is used to study chronic muscle regeneration and degeneration following

repeated bouts of exercise-induced injury in healthy muscle and in an in silico

proxy of cerebral palsy muscle, where satellite cell concentration is diminished. In

healthy scenarios advantageous adaptations such as hypertrophy can be observed,

while in cerebral palsy muscle there is an imbalance in tissue composition and loss

of muscle area. This chapter has been previously published as an article:

Khuu, S., Fernandez, J.W., & Handsfield, G.G. (2021). A Coupled Mechanobi-

ological Model of Muscle Regeneration In Cerebral Palsy. Frontiers in Bioengi-

neering and Biotechnology, 9, 743.

Chapter 6 further expands on the model used in Chapter 5, but explores a

new question about the nature of skeletal muscle and the regeneration process

in light of two different types of pathological injury: localised versus widespread

damage. Examination of the widespread damage model led to comparisons with

chronic myopathies that, despite unique aetiology, are known to have hallmark

chronic inflammatory damage, such as in inflammatory myopathies and muscular

dystrophies. This chapter is in currently under review as a manuscript for PLOS

Computational Biology.
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Chapter 7 presents overall conclusions of the work presented in this disser-

tation, and goes on to pose future directions and avenues for further exploration.

Computational bioengineering of skeletal muscle is still in relative infancy, and as

such, there are many exciting directions that the future holds for using these in-

creasingly powerful tools to probe the complexities of musculoskeletal physiology

and mechanics.





Chapter 2

Review of skeletal muscle:

structure, regeneration, disease

and remodelling

The human body contains over 650 skeletal muscles that make up approximately

30-40% of an individual’s body weight [47–49]. Each muscle is a composite of

muscle fibres, other cells, connective tissue, blood vessels, and nerves that to-

gether maintain an environment capable of performing voluntary movements

which generate the rotation, flexion, extension, adduction and abduction of joints

[50]. Skeletal muscle is the key to humans’ performance of day to day activities

and continuously undergoes adaptations in response to physical stress [12]. Tran-

scriptomic, cellular, and macro-scale adaptations are continuous in muscle, with

significant performance differences between trained and untrained individuals

[51–53], as well as poor muscular outcomes for those who are sedentary [8, 54, 55].

Under typical conditions, a healthy skeletal muscle is composed of approximately

90% fibres and 10% extracellular matrix (dry weight) [56]. The cellular com-

ponents of skeletal muscle include satellite cells (SCs), fibroblasts, neutrophils,

13
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macrophages, and muscle fibres themselves [57]. Non-cellular parts such as the

extracellular matrix, blood vessels, nerves and a myriad of chemical factors make

up the rest of the muscle fibre niche, enabling nutrient supply, repair, remodelling

and activation of muscle [38, 58].

Outlining the homeostatic structure and composition of muscle provides an

avenue to understand muscle function and its mechanisms of repair. This chap-

ter presents a review of the current understanding of skeletal muscle structure,

the importance of cellular and non-cellular components within muscle, and the

mechanisms of repair following injury to skeletal muscle. The roles that SCs, fi-

broblasts, and inflammatory cells play in skeletal muscle repair will be detailed

before exploring their potential contributions to pathological changes in muscle

during disease.

2.1 Skeletal Muscle

Sarcomeres are the contractile units within muscle that contain protein-rich

filaments actin and myosin [24]. Their layered organisation gives skeletal muscle

a striated appearance. Following neural activation of muscle, calcium enters the

muscle cell cytoplasm, and the hydrolysis of ATP allows protein filaments to

change configuration and length [50]. Contraction occurs through the sliding

filament mechanism where cross-bridges on myosin-rich thick filaments bind with

actin-rich thin filaments, and actin slides across myosin [59, 60].

Thousands of sarcomeres line up end to end to create a myofibril [12]. The ba-

sic cell unit of skeletal muscle is the myofibre, made up of hundreds of myofibrils,

arranged in parallel columns along the axis of force generation [12]. Myofibres

are a syncytium of fused myofibrils and therefore have a distinct appearance
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Figure 2.1: (A) Hierarchical organisation of skeletal muscle with approximate
diameters for each substructure. Illustration of skeletal muscle structure copied
and adapted with permission under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 In-
ternational license, available online: https://openstax.org/books/anatomy-and-
physiology/pages/10-2-skeletal-muscle. (B) Illustration of cells in the muscle fibre
space, within a fascicle.

with numerous peripheral myonuclei [61, 62]. Each myofibre is surrounded by a

connective tissue layer known as endomysium; groups of parallel fibres encased

in perimysium connective tissue are defined as fascicles—groups of fascicles in

parallel form whole muscles, which are encased in epimysium (Figure 2.1). En-

domysium, perimysium and epimysium are muscle-specific forms of extracellular

matrix that form a hierarchical connective tissue matrix of increasing thickness,

which encapsulates myofibres, fascicles, and muscles, respectively, and creates

functional contractile units at different size scales [56, 63, 64]. Muscle is also

highly vascularised and systematically innervated; a set of muscle fibres com-
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prising a motor unit is innervated by a single motor neuron that enables muscle

contraction [65, 66].

Figure 2.2: Force-velocity relationship [67]. Muscles contract at higher shortening
velocity when loading is decreased, such as in concentric contractions. However,
lower rates of movement that occur at lengthening velocities, result in higher force
production from the muscle and produces an eccentric contraction.

Skeletal muscles are neurally activated to generate force, performing three

methods of contraction depending on the external loads on the muscle (Figure

2.2). The lower the rate of movement (velocity), the higher the force produced.

Concentric contractions actively shorten the muscle and produce a force lower

than isometric contractions, at a shortening velocity. Isometric contractions result

in no length change in the muscle and the force of contraction is balanced by the

external load. Eccentric contractions, on the other hand, involve active lengthen-

ing of the muscle and generate great forces at lengthening velocities (which are

illustrated in Figure 2.2 as negative), allowing for the most cross bridges between

actin and myosin to be formed [68]. Many everyday activities such as walking

downhill, moving heavy objects, and cycling have an eccentric component. During

these activities, eccentric contractions control the deceleration of movement [69].

External forces applied to the muscle during eccentric contraction are often greater

than the muscle is capable of producing (up to 1.8 times maximum isometric force)
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[70]. For that reason, eccentric contraction during exercise is considered the most

effective way to initiate the muscle repair and regeneration cascade such that it

elicits a hypertrophic response.

2.2 Regeneration of skeletal muscle

Homeostatic human skeletal muscle is a stable tissue made up of multinucle-

ated, post-mitotic muscle fibres [10]. Healthy adult skeletal muscle exhibits

limited turnover, despite its remarkable ability to regenerate following recurring

sarcolemmal disruption [71, 72]. Day-to-day use of skeletal muscle elicits slow

turnover of fibres; rodent studies show that only 1-2% of myonuclei are replaced

each week [16]. Hypertrophy following eccentric lengthening exercise in human

adults suggests a 14% increase in fibre area over 12 weeks [73]. Skeletal muscle

repair and regeneration in adulthood follows much of the same course as muscle

growth during embryogenesis [62]. During development, myogenic precursor cells

(MPCs) are regulated by secreted factors from surrounding tissues. Specifically,

upregulation of myogenic regulatory factor (MRF) family molecules including

Myf5 and MyoD are required for regulation of SC proliferation and myotube

formation, respectively [15] (Figure 2.3). Knockout MyoD:Myf5 rodent models

have MPCs that remain non-specific and lack differentiation towards skeletal

muscle cells. With correct MyoD and Myf5 signalling, MPCs become myoblasts

and proceed to withdraw from the cell cycle to become myocytes [48, 74]. My-

ocytes are characterised by the expression of late MRFs, myogenin and MRF4,

as well as myosin heavy chain (MHC) and muscle creatine kinase [75]. Myocytes

fuse to form a syncytium and ultimately become contracting muscle fibres. A

subpopulation of myoblasts does not undergo differentiation and remain on the

basal lamina of skeletal muscle. These are termed quiescent SCs [75]. Post-mitotic,

multinucleated (syncytia) muscle cells do not divide themselves and therefore rely
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on a population of satellite stem cells for nascent production of myofibrils that

fuse to repair myofibres.

Figure 2.3: Response of quiescent satellite stem cells to injury. The differentiation
from SCs to myofibres is tightly controlled by regulatory factors. Committed SCs
express Pax 7 and Myf5. Further expression of MyoD signifies the formation of
myoblasts, and these have the potential to differentiate into myocytes [48] with the
loss of Pax 7 and upregulation of Myogenin [15]. Fusion of myocytes to myofibres
also express MRF4 and MYHC [74].

Skeletal muscle regeneration occurs through the activation of a set of cellular

responses (Figure 2.4). The regeneration process following injury is characterised

by four interrelated and time-dependent phases: necrosis and degeneration, in-

flammation, repair of myofibres, and remodelling of the extracellular matrix. This

well-regulated process requires both cell-cell interactions and cell-extracellular

matrix interactions.

Firstly, the breakdown and necrosis of myofibres are triggered by the disrup-

tion of the sarcolemma and subsequent increase in permeability. Creatine kinase

is released into the serum and is a common marker of post-mechanical stress or

muscle degeneration [76]. Loss of calcium homeostasis and calcium influx due to

damage of the sarcolemma then drives tissue necrosis [74]. The result of injury

is focal or total autolysis [16]. Degeneration occurs within hours with the activa-

tion of myeloid and secretory cells that predominantly release cytokines to guide

cells to the site of injury. Neutrophils invade injured muscle within 1-6 hours

and reach peak concentration 6-24 hours post-exercise or following the adminis-
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tration of myotoxin [77–79]. At 48 hours post-injury, macrophages become the

predominant inflammatory cell types at the injury site. Macrophages phagocytose

cellular debris and activate myogenic cells, ready for the regeneration process [2,

77, 80]. The damaged environment has higher concentrations of HGF which is

the known activator of quiescent SCs. These SCs are then primed for migration,

proliferation, differentiation and fusion to damaged muscle fibres. Fibroblasts are

also activated to remodel the extracellular matrix that encases fibres and play a

crucial role in restoring the force transmission capabilities of whole muscles [81].

Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), transform-

ing growth factor-β (TGF-β), tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin-10

(IL-10), interleukin-15 (IL-15) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) are necessary for the regu-

lation of pro- and anti-inflammatory repair processes, as well as in the activation,

proliferation, and differentiation of cells throughout the entire repair cycle [82, 83].

The muscle milieu is complex and involves active interactions between different

cell types and the chemicals they produce. The following sections will describe the

involvement of relevant cell types and cytokines in the repair process.

2.2.1 The immune response

The immune response following muscle injury is akin to the body’s generalised

acute inflammatory response to tissue injury. This section will focus on the two

most commonly studied cell populations involved in this process: neutrophils

and macrophages. The progression of inflammatory cell invasion is typified by

early neutrophil infiltration that promotes pro-inflammatory macrophage migra-

tion to the damaged tissue and their subsequent recruitment of anti-inflammatory

macrophages to begin the resolution of tissue injury.
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Figure 2.4: Histological representation of the muscle regeneration process.
(A)Uninjured muscle fibres undergo breakdown and necrosis (B) before recruiting
SCs and beginning the process of regeneration (C). The result is myofibre fusion
and no fibrosis in healthy muscle (D). Figure adapted from [84].

Neutrophils

Neutrophils are ubiquitous immune cells developed in bone marrow that circulate

in blood awaiting inflammatory signals [85]. Neutrophils are recruited to areas

of injury following recognition of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)

produced by dead cells. DAMPs promote downstream production of cytokines and

chemokine gradients for neutrophils to follow [86]. Neutrophils are the first pre-

dominant infiltrate following skeletal muscle injury, present from approximately

1-6 hours post-injury, peaking at 24-48 hours, and persisting at elevated levels for

up to five days [14]. The exact mechanism by which neutrophils aid in repair is

unknown; however, the depletion of inflammatory cells following myotoxic events

leads to increased tissue debris in injured muscles and decreased regeneration over-

all. The actions of neutrophils are hypothesised to be threefold: 1) neutrophils can

act as phagocytes and remove debris [78, 87]; 2) neutrophils store and release nu-
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merous growth factors that are readily available for release and directly contribute

to the repair of tissue [88, 89]; 3) neutrophils become apoptotic [90, 91] and require

clearance by macrophages which initiates a feed-forward mechanism that promotes

the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines to modulate chemotaxis. Depletion of

neutrophils in rodent models results in impaired macrophage recruitment [92].

Macrophages

Macrophages are stromal cells that are pivotal to the maintenance of all tis-

sues [93]. They vary phenotypically with the ability to exist as, or transition

between, pro-inflammatory ‘M1’ and anti-inflammatory ‘M2’ macrophage states

[94]. In skeletal muscle, macrophages modulate inflammation, proliferation and

differentiation of satellite cells [10], and fibroblastic matrix remodelling [20]. In

recent years, the adaptation of macrophages to exercise-induced injury has been

investigated.

During skeletal muscle repair, the increase in the macrophage population fol-

lowing neutrophil infiltration is acutely timed. Their importance in skeletal muscle

regeneration is due to their phagocytic and antigen-presenting roles. Macrophages

are present in damaged muscle at 48 hours post-injury [16, 88]. Compared to cir-

culating macrophages, resident macrophages within skeletal muscles play a non-

phagocytic role [91]. Instead, resident macrophages recognise DAMPs released fol-

lowing muscle injury and modulate leukocyte accumulation at the injury site [91].

Initially, M1 macrophages produce pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-α and IL-1β

before switching to an anti-inflammatory phenotype [89]. Arnold et al.[95] postu-

late that phagocytosis of muscle cell debris induces a switch of pro-inflammatory

macrophages toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype, releasing TGF-β and IL-10.

This also suggests that inflammatory macrophages stimulate myogenic prolifera-
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tion while anti-inflammatory macrophages exhibit differentiating activity. More-

over, prolonged or disrupted inflammatory responses and inflammatory cell block-

age is commonly observed with the use of COX-2 inhibitors post-exercise and

results in impaired muscle regeneration [96, 97].

2.2.2 Repairing damaged tissue

Satellite Cells

SCs are a commonly studied non-fibre component of skeletal muscle. SCs are a

mononucleated muscle progenitor cell population pivotal to physiological mus-

cle repair and regeneration. In an uninjured state, SCs sit between the plasma

membrane of the muscle fibre and the basal lamina [98]. SC content of muscle

differs between age groups and activity levels, as observed in over 70-year-old age

groups with lower SC density [99, 100]. Increased SC density is observed at the

neuromuscular junction and adjacent to capillaries [101]. This suggests the envi-

ronment created by and surrounding these structures may attract SCs or regulate

the distribution of the SC pool. The regulation of SC density is also observed

down to the single myofibre level and during regeneration, activation of SCs is not

restricted to the site of injury on the myofibre [48]. SCs along damaged myofibres

will proliferate and migrate to the site requiring repair and regeneration; however,

recruitment from adjacent muscles is rare [48]. The concentration of SCs appears

to peak 72 hours post-injury [102, 103]. Active muscle regeneration begins at

seven to ten days post-injury, reaching a peak at two weeks, where scar-tissue

formation is also competing with the regeneration of myofibres [23, 61, 103]. The

return to normal muscle morphology and function in mature muscle takes three

to four weeks post-injury [104].
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The mechanisms behind SC self-renewal have not been well-defined. One

theory suggests asymmetric division with two daughter cells, one of which is

committed to myogenic differentiation and the other committed to self-renewal

of the SC pool [105]. Alternatively, symmetric division may occur, and one of

the daughter cells withdraws from the differentiation programme, returning to

quiescence. Five to six days after an injury, myogenic cells differentiate and fuse

to each other and to existing myofibres to form syncytial muscle fibres [106].

M-cadherin, a molecule that is decreased in MyoD−/− mice, is pivotal in the

fusion of myoblasts with each other during muscle regeneration. Furthermore,

M-cadherin expression in SC is markedly increased during injury [48].

Mechanical loading and exercise-induced signalling cascades are important

triggers of SC activation in muscle. Endurance runners had enhanced SC numbers

up to eight days after a 36 km run, with effects of SCs in regeneration attenuated

when indomethacin, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, was taken [106]. A

46% increase in SC number and a 70% increase in myonuclei number have also

been observed ten weeks post-strength training [51]. This suggests SC recruit-

ment occurs after resistance training resulting in hypertrophy and self-renewal of

SCs through daughter cells. Rises in SC count can be maintained for up to 60

days post-resistance training, returning to pre-training values at 90 days [107].

Moreover, muscle damage is not required for the increase in activated SCs. A 29%

increase in SCs was observed after aerobic exercise [108]. Low-frequency electrical

stimuli has also been shown to increase SC number in rats without inducing

muscle damage [109]. Given these findings, it is clear that mechanical stimulation

instigates an increase in SC density; however, whether this results in increased

SC activation and regenerative capacity is yet to be determined.
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Alterations in the muscle milieu, including mechanical factors, growth factors,

inflammatory cells, and hormonal signalling, contribute to the regulation of SC

activation and proliferation. Efforts to transplant SCs into patients with muscular

dystrophy have highlighted the importance of the SC niche and the overall muscle

microenvironment. Transplanted SCs quickly lose their ability to self-renew when

cultured [37, 110]. Hall et al.[111] found enhancements in mouse muscle mass

following engraftment of intact myofibres and their SCs during an induced injury.

In another study, aged mouse muscle progenitor cells were rejuvenated in a young

environment and resulted in increased regenerative capacity of the muscle cells

[112].This suggests that the dysfunction of muscle regeneration seen in senescent

skeletal muscle is not a dysfunction of the muscle fibres or muscle fibre receptors.

Instead, it is hypothesised that systemic factors supporting regeneration in young

animals control critical molecular pathways that control the regenerative capacity

of SCs.

2.2.3 Remodelling the muscle milieu

Fibroblasts

Fibroblasts are connective tissue cells abundant throughout the stroma [81]. Un-

der homeostatic conditions, fibroblasts maintain and secrete extracellular matrix

components of various tissues. Secretions include link, elastic and fibrous proteins,

proteoglycans, enzymes (matrix metalloproteinases) and lipids [113]. Fibroblasts

organise collagen fibrils into sheets and cables [113], thereby affecting the me-

chanical properties of tissue. It is clear that the effects of fibroblasts in muscle

are far-reaching; however, few studies [103, 114] have focused on their adaptation

following muscle injury.
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In skeletal muscle, fibroblasts synthesise and assemble most of the extracellular

matrix (ECM) components in balance with self-secreted matrix metalloproteinases

(MMPs) responsible for the ECM’s degradation [63, 115, 116]. MMPs are secreted

by fibroblasts and activated in human skeletal muscle in response to voluntary

exercise [117]. The expression and time pattern indicate differences between the

MMPs in regards to production sites as well as in the regulating mechanism. A

loss of balance in fibroblast collagen secretion and MMP clearance may result in

perturbed muscle regeneration and excess fibrosis. The production of ECM compo-

nents in vivo is also mechanosensitive and therefore responsive to external loading

of muscle [115]. Collagen synthesis is increased post-exercise, and transcriptional

analysis shows increased encoding of collagen types I, III and IV post-endurance

training [118]. Human fibroblasts have also been shown to stimulate myogenesis

in culture [103], and expand rapidly in close proximity to one another following

muscle injury [21] (Murphy et al., 2011). Moreover, they are preferentially lo-

cated at regenerating fibres in vivo [103]. Fibroblasts are therefore crucial to the

maintenance of the healthy muscle environment.

The Extracellular Matrix

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a 3D scaffold composed of water, proteins, and

polysaccharides, present throughout the body [113]. The mechanical properties of

ECM are tissue-specific and are determined by its protein composition [119]. The

main ECM proteins include collagens, elastins, fibronectins and laminins [120].

Hydrophilic proteoglycans, made up of chains of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs),

fill the extracellular space with hydrogel [113, 121]. Collagen types I and III are

predominant in intramuscular connective tissue [121]. Tensile strength is provided

by parallel chains of Collagen I, whereas Collagen III forms a loose mesh and

provides elasticity [63]. The latter is found more abundantly in perimysium and

endomysium. Collagen IV and laminin make up the majority of protein content
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in the basal lamina, an ECM structure that abuts the myofibre [81, 122, 123].

In skeletal muscle, the endomysium works to coordinate force transmission

between adjacent myofibrils as a result of active contraction and shear, thus

making it critical for movement [38, 64]. Recent studies suggest that the ECM

of skeletal muscle remodels in response to ageing, disease, exercise, or disuse. In

general, regenerating skeletal muscle composition has increased ECM, and the

composition of the ECM is related to age and motor function [124]. The ECM of

older individuals tends to have increased collagen deposition and a shift towards

collagen I instead of more elastic collagen III [63], with an overall increase in

elastic modulus in old muscle [48]. The activity of MMPs is also postulated to

decrease. However, long term physical training can prevent fibrosis in ageing

muscle.

Current research shows the function of ECM extending beyond support for

cellular components of tissue. In addition to structural and biochemical support,

the ECM is necessary for intracellular communication and cell-matrix adhesions

that contribute to the mechanosensory nature of muscle tissue [23, 125]. Trans-

membrane proteins such as integrins have been shown to trigger internal signalling

cascades in response to mechanical stimulation when located at ECM adhesion

sites [118, 126]. Mechanical stimulation through endurance and resistance exercise

can also accelerate the turnover of ECM components in skeletal muscle [127].

The ECM also provides surface receptor signalling to regulate gene expression,

cell proliferation, adhesion, and differentiation, to maintain the muscle stem cell

niche [58, 128, 129]. The ECM stores growth factors which can be released by

negatively charged GAGs. The same GAGs can also be cleaved by ECM enzymes

[56, 129]. In a delicate feedback system, quiescent SCs express matrix proteins
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to maintain ECM structure, while the ECM sequesters growth factors and other

secreted factors to prevent differentiation of SCs. During repair, MMPs respond

to mechanical stretch by degrading basal lamina components and allowing for

the release of HGF to activate SCs [130, 131]. ECM factors such as fibronectin

and laminin regulate muscle cell proliferation and differentiation by binding to

myostatin and suppressing their activity and promoting adhesion, differentiation

and migration of SCs [132, 133]. These interactions with growth factors allow the

ECM to regulate SC proliferation and differentiation and suggests that cell-ECM

communication is essential to regulating the cell-signalling cascade involved in

muscle repair and regeneration.

2.2.4 The Chemical Messengers

Studies on muscle injury and repair have implicated many cytokines and growth

factors such as TGF-β family cytokines [137–141], IGF-1 [138, 142, 143], HGF

[144–147], TNF-α [148], IL-10 [149], IL-15 [150, 151] and the IL-6 [83, 152–154]

family of cytokines in the regulation of muscle regeneration. While much of the

details on how cytokines and growth factors in the muscle environment interact is

incomplete, some proposed mechanisms through which these secreted molecules

modulate muscle regeneration are highlighted in Figure 2.5.

HGF is present in normal and injured skeletal muscle. It is released from the

extracellular matrix, and its receptors are present on satellite cells before SC

expression of myogenic genes. Following a bout of exercise induced injury or crush

injury, HGF quickly associates with SCs and promotes entry of SCs into the cell

cycle [144, 155, 156]. HGF has also been shown to potentiate human myoblast

migration through the ECM [126], and play a key role in the macrophages switch
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Figure 2.5: Secreted factors implicated in the regulation of muscle regeneration.
TGF-β is a known modulator of ECM proteins and collagen gene activation [134].
IGF-I is upregulated during muscle regeneration and can alter MRF expression
and promote proliferation, differentiation and fusion of myoblasts [135]. TNF-α
activates pro-inflammatory M1 macrophages while promoting and exacerbating
the inflammatory response [93]. IL-6 can stimulate fibroblasts which in turn in-
crease collagen synthesis and production of ECM components [136]

to anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype in mice [147].

TGF-β stimulates collagen formation and reduces its degradation through the

suppression of MMPs, leading to ECM accumulation [63, 140]. TGF-β is also

implicated in the modulation of myoblast activity; in vitro exogenous TGF-β is

capable of promoting proliferation via the SMAD2 pathway while inhibiting differ-

entiation of myoblasts [134, 140]. Myostatin (MSTN), a TGF-β family cytokine,

has been shown to inhibit regeneration in knockout mouse models (MSTN−/−).

Kirk et al.[157] showed increased necrotic fibres and connective tissue present in

MSTN−/− muscle post naltrexone injection. MSTN mRNA is also significantly
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reduced in limb muscles undergoing muscle regeneration [158]; therefore, MSTN

may act as an inhibitor of myoblast proliferation and regulator of fibre growth.

MSTN function is important in understanding loss of muscle mass and therefore

provides a possible therapeutic target.

IGF-1 is important for the growth and maintenance of various tissues. IGF

promotes increased protein synthesis of existing myofibres to contribute to hy-

pertrophy of muscles and promote SCs to proliferate [101]. Furthermore, IGF has

been found to decrease ageing and dystrophic phenotypes in MDX mice. MIGF-1

transgenic mice which are mdx:MIGF+/+ display hyperplasia and hypertrophic

phenotypes, suggesting that secreted factors play an important role in the regu-

lation of muscle repair [135, 142].

During skeletal muscle injury, an innate immune response is employed. TNF-α

is a key cytokine in this process, which peaks at 24 hours post-injury, and acti-

vates pro-inflammatory M1 macrophages while promoting the production of other

cytokines [93]. Early TNF-α release is also associated with promoting further

muscle damage following muscle injury and increased recruitment of neutrophils

[89]. The time frame for this coincides with the expression of TNF-α in both neu-

trophils and macrophages [95]. However, TNF-α receptor expression from muscle

cells is elevated later during the regeneration phase and may modulate myocyte

proliferation and differentiation. TNF-α may also act as a chemoattractant for

migration of myoblasts and SCs, thereby promoting muscle regeneration.

Interleukins are common cytokines with wide-reaching effects capable of mod-

ulating all stages of cell activity. IL-6 is an anti-inflammatory myokine essential

to ECM remodelling in response to muscle contraction. IL-6 can stimulate fibrob-

lasts, increasing collagen synthesis and production of other ECM components such
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as GAGs, hyaluronic acid, and chondroitin sulfate [93]. IL-6 is an important reg-

ulator of muscle growth, with blunted myonuclei accretion in IL-6 null mice [159].

The transcription of the IL-6 gene is enhanced by exercise, along with increased

IL-6 protein in contracting muscle fibres [160]. It is hypothesised that IL-6 is

crucial to muscle homeostasis through its mobilisation of extracellular substrates,

its anti-inflammatory effects on TNF-α, and promotion of anti-inflammatory

feedback from IL-10 [136]. IL-15 is postulated to play a role in the growth and

maintenance of skeletal muscle. Specifically, in mice, recombinant IL-15 results in

the formation of larger myotubes. In vitro studies of human myoblasts demon-

strate that IL-15 is released in response to TNF-α, and may attenuate muscle

loss during the inflammatory stage of muscle repair [161]. IL-10 is known to

be stimulated by IL-6, and also has anti-inflammatory effects that regulate the

pro-inflammatory cytokine expression of macrophages [82, 162].

The cytokine and growth factor environment in skeletal muscle dictates much

of the cellular actions in homeostasis and during repair. In many myopathies, levels

of these chemical messengers are abnormal and lead to changes in the process and

outcome of repair. Understanding cell secretions of the muscle environment and

how they feedback to regulate the environment is an important challenge in the

field, which could highlight therapeutic options for muscle degeneration.

2.3 Myopathies and muscle degeneration

2.3.1 Cerebral Palsy

Cerebral Palsy (CP) refers to a lifelong congenital disorder affecting movement,

muscle tone and posture [163]. CP is the most common cause of physical disability

in children, affecting 1 in 500 children in New Zealand and 17 million worldwide

[5, 164]. It is caused by a non-progressive brain lesion before, during, or just after
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birth, and leads to secondary lifelong muscle pathology [5]. The most common

form of CP is spastic CP. Spasticity is a velocity-dependent resistance to stretch

caused by an imbalance of supraspinal excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the

spinal cord from the upper motor neurons, resulting in disinhibition of the stretch

reflex [165]. In response to prolonged hypertonic spasticity over time, muscle

contractures begin to develop [166, 167]. Muscle contractures have a limited range

of joint motion, higher passive muscle force, and are stiffer compared to healthy

muscle [168, 169].

In CP, muscle volumes are consistently decreased in the paretic vs non-paretic

limb and CP compared to typically developing (TD) muscles. A review by Barrett

and Lichtwark [170] reported ranges of 10-58% volume reduction among CP

muscles, with thigh muscles experiencing volume reductions as high as 83% and

shank muscles up to 74%. Heterogeneity exists in muscle sizes of children, with

CP muscle volumes found to be, on average, 20% lower [34]. In studies of the

gastrocnemius, hemiplegic CP patients were found to have 28% decreased muscle

volume compared to muscle of TD controls [171].

Common myopathic histological observations include rounding muscle fibres

(i.e. a circular, rather than a polygonal, cross-section), lower capillary count,

increased lipid composition and increased inter fibre space associated with exces-

sive connective tissue [172, 173] (Figure 2.6B). In a study documenting muscle

composition of adults with CP, CP muscle was shown to have an increase in fatty

infiltration (ranging from 2.3 to 34.4%) which reduces the proportion of contractile

tissue in the muscle [173]. The excess intramuscular fat can cause excess secretion

of inflammatory cytokines and reduce force without causing atrophy. Children

affected by CP with mild to moderate impairment on the Modified Ashworth

Scale had significantly different collagen content compared to moderately severe
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to severe groups [172].

Smith et al. [36] studied populations of SCs, inflammatory cells and endothelial

cells and their alterations in spastic muscle contractures. There were significantly

fewer SCs (up to 70% decrease) compared to TD individuals; however, similar

transcriptional levels of inflammatory and endothelial cells were found. The persis-

tent imbalance between regeneration and scar tissue formation may be attributed

to this decline in SC population and the presence of fibrosis. Studies of myogenic

potential also find decreased myogenesis in CP [174].

Figure 2.6: Laminin stained sections reveal the basal lamina in (A) typically
developed and (B) cerebral palsy semitendinosus muscle.(C) Fibre size variation
is shown in DMD and (D) demonstrates non-uniform fibre shape in myositis.
Figure adapted from [5, 6, 175]

2.3.2 Immune-mediated Inflammatory Myopathies

Inflammatory myopathies are rare diseases of muscle, sometimes attributed to

the autoimmune system. The most common inflammatory myopathies in clinical

settings are immune-mediated inflammatory myopathies, which can be subcat-

egorised into three groups: polymyositis (PM), inclusion body myositis (IBM),

dermatomyositis (DM) [28]. DM and PM are more common in women than men,

and the reverse is true for IBM [27]. While DM and IBM are straightforward

to diagnose, the diagnostic criteria for PM is a largely disputed topic [176]. Re-

ductions in muscular strength and contractures are common in all inflammatory
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myopathies, with muscular atrophy in 40% of cases [177]. Those with IBM will

experience delayed loss of fine motor skills as well as increased propensity to falls

due to selective early weakness of the quadriceps femoris muscles and hip flexors

[28].

As in the name, inflammatory myopathies feature chronic inflammation with

elevated levels of TNF-α, IFN-γ, and IL-12 in muscle tissues and blood of individ-

uals with inflammatory myopathies [178]. DM muscle has perimysial inflammation

as well as perivascular atrophy. PM and IBM both exhibit endomysial inflamma-

tion, with the addition of vacuoles in IBM and fibre size variability as well as

poorly regenerated and necrotic fibres in PM [177, 178]. Treatment for PM and

DM include corticosteroids, immunosuppressants and intravenous immunoglob-

ulin [179]. IBM, however, is unresponsive to immunotherapy [29]. DM and PM

are characterised by slow progressive muscle weakness that results in symmet-

rical proximal weakness [27]. Each subcategory of inflammatory myopathies has

heterogenous histological and clinical features (Figure 2.6D), but all result in pro-

gressive muscle weakness and atrophy, inflammatory cell infiltrate, and altered

cytokine profiles that lead to attenuated muscle repair [28, 179].

2.3.3 Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is a progressive X-linked recessive muscle

disease caused by mutations in the DMD gene that encodes dystrophin [6]. It

affects 1 in 3500 boys and has catastrophic effects on muscle growth and re-

pair [180, 181]. Individuals with DMD experience muscle wasting and are often

wheelchair bound by the age of 12, with life expectancy in the late twenties [31].

Children with DMD have significant increases in fat mass as a portion of total

body weight compared to healthy controls [182]. Diffusion tensor imaging of lower
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leg muscles in DMD patients showed 17.4 ± 14.4% body fat compared to 4.3 ±

0.8% in healthy controls [183].

In the muscle environment, dystrophin is a cytoskeletal protein that associates

with various proteins to form the dystrophin associated protein complex (DAPC)

and contributes to membrane stabilisation and calcium handling [32]. DAPC

links F-actin to the extracellular matrix, thereby stabilising the sarcolemma

during muscle contraction and enabling force transfer between muscle fibres and

surrounding connective tissue [184]. The DAPC is not assembled in DMD muscle,

making it prone to contraction induced damage. Repeatedly stressed muscles,

such as the diaphragm, are damaged earlier in the disease [185].

The detrimental effects of the lack of dystrophin in individuals affected by

DMD are also apparent in muscle biopsies where chronic necrosis is observed along

with increased inflammatory cells at connective tissue sites, with extensive fibrosis

present [186]. This is in addition to analysis of gene expression in DMD muscle

compared to typical, which demonstrated overexpression of immune signalling

and extracellular matrix genes, respectively [181].

Muscle regeneration is also impaired in DMD with decreases in muscle fibre

diameter by five years old and the emergence of split and small regenerating muscle

fibres with irregular shapes [187] (Figure 2.6C). Initial satellite cell activation has

been shown to be upregulated, most likely in response to constant sarcolemma

disruption and changes in calcium handling [188]. But these efforts are hampered

by exhaustion of regenerative capacity due to the chronic nature of DMD. Impaired

asymmetric SC division has also been implicated in failure of muscle regeneration

in DMD [6], but this occurs in conjunction with fibrotic matrix remodelling and
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chronic inflammation. Despite understanding the genetic origins of DMD, the

mechanisms of muscle death and degeneration are not well-known.

2.4 Summary

Micro-scale phenomena can often explain changes in macro-scale tissue morphol-

ogy. This study aims to characterise the adaptations in the micro-scale muscle

environment during typical muscle regeneration and in disease. The physiological

processes of muscle regeneration in the context of human myopathies are not well

understood; however, it is possible to investigate the changes that occur in mus-

cle disease using computational modelling. Important cells include muscle fibres,

SCs, macrophages, neutrophils and fibroblasts, and key regulators of cell activ-

ity include HGF, TNF-α, TGF-β, IGF-1, IL-6, IL-10 and IL-15. The interplay of

these agents is important to consider as a system, and can be used to build an

agent-based model of muscle repair.





Chapter 3

Review of Agent-Based

Modelling and Other

Computational Modelling

Approaches in Skeletal Muscle

Computational modelling can integrate the knowledge of physics and physiology

to build working models of biological systems in a computer environment. This

approach allows for greater control and the implementation of in silico ‘exper-

iments’ where direct experimentation may be unethical, invasive, or impossible

[189]. Historically, mathematical descriptions of cardiovascular, respiratory, and

musculoskeletal function have provided significant clinical insight into the physi-

ology of organ systems [190–192]. However, traditional reductionist models have

been limited over the past century due to an inability to integrate the multiple

levels of organisation within physiology, from genes to proteins, cells, tissues,

and organs [189, 193]. This realisation has motivated a shift towards multi-scale

modelling approaches from the microstructural level and up.

37
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Modelling biological systems generally requires simplification – the system is

reduced to the essential components for clear and exploratory analysis. However,

with each simplification also comes a reduced ability to translate a model and

apply its conclusions widely. Thus, there is a required balance between simplic-

ity and detail in a clear and concise model. Previous models of muscle describe

a simplified architecture or model skeletal muscle as a fibre-reinforced composite

[194]. Both techniques use phenomenological equations and account for the un-

derlying muscle structure but, by principle, do not reflect the nonlinear dynamics

present in physiology. Muscle cells, ECM, diffusible and non-diffusible factors are

not well represented at this level of modelling due to the complexity of cellular

dynamics and the element of stochasticity involved in their interactions [189, 195].

A more holistic approach is required to elucidate the adaptive processes occurring

in myopathies. It should include the characterisation and modelling of cellular and

molecular processes involved in growth and regeneration.

3.1 Agent-based modelling

Agent-based modelling (ABM) describes a bottom-up computational modelling

approach that invokes dynamic actions and interaction rules among agents in a

shared virtual environment [196]. John Von Neumann defined the mathematical

principles behind ABM in the 1940s in his expression of cellular automata [197].

These ideas proved naturally translatable to the simulation of virtual cellular en-

vironments. While ABM is a relatively new tool in physiology, it has been widely

used in economics [198], sociology [199, 200], ecology [201], microbiology [45, 202,

203], and epidemiology [204, 205]. Its ability to highlight higher (tissue/organ)

level events given simple cellular interactions positions it as a powerful tool in
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physiology.

Figure 3.1: Agent-based models incorporate: agents; agent interactions with each
other and with the environment; stochasticity; and space. These components often
give rise to emergent phenomena

3.1.1 Characteristics of agent-based models

Key components required to build an agent-based model include agents, their

interactions in space, stochasticity, and representations of the environment [206]

(Figure 3.1). Agent-based models are object-oriented in nature. Agents are au-

tonomous entities that interact with both their environments and other agents

[207]. Each agent has numerous potential states, which includes states that cap-

ture cell-level information and that can change throughout the simulation. Due to

the discretised nature of agent-based models, states and interactions of individuals

and populations of agents can be monitored over time [208]. The nature of agent

interactions in ABM also makes it possible to probe biological questions.

Each agent has an imposed rule-based structure that governs its reactions to

stimuli. Sets of agent rules are derived from the literature. These provide suffi-

cient information to reconstruct molecular pathways that drive dynamic cellular
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responses to stimuli and capture nonlinear relationships in physiology [197]. With

correct use, the defined rules can reflect relevant physiological boundaries and

sensitivities. While other modelling approaches take an average of differences in

the cellular populations which imposes uniform behaviour of cells across entire

systems, ABM invokes stochasticity and makes use of cellular heterogeneity [209].

The resulting simulation is a manifestation of agent interactions within a virtual

environment and provides a means to observe emergent behaviours as a result of

simple cellular programmes.

3.1.2 Agent-based modelling in physiology

ABM is well suited to probe mechanisms underlying complex biological phe-

nomena. This is achieved by its representation of multiple levels of biological

organisation, capturing intracellular dynamics between large populations of cells,

and integrating cell-signalling events [195]. Furthermore, both cellular and non-

cellular components of an agent-based model can be programmed to perform

biologically relevant behaviours such as proliferation, apoptosis and migration

[197].

The ABM approach has been applied to studies of tumour formation, vascular

remodelling, bone tissue regeneration, wound healing, signalling, and metabolic

processes [44, 210, 211]. In terms of modelling skeletal muscle and its mechanobi-

ology, Virgilio et al.[212] utilised ABM to study mdx mouse microenvironment

during muscle repair and showed that the alterations in DMD altered peak SC

counts (Figure 3.2A). Martin et al. [213] also produced an agent-based model for

disuse atrophy of skeletal muscle (Figure 3.22B). In silico, atrophy rates were

dependent on a combination of eight parameters for muscle tissue architecture,

while no one parameter alone could predict the same changes in CSA. Further-

more, fibroblasts and secreted factors such as TNF-α were thought to modify
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muscle atrophy during prolonged inflammatory responses. This novel framework

allowed investigation of tissue-level adaptations based on muscle fibre and fibrob-

last maintenance.

Figure 3.2: Examples of previous ABMs of muscle. (A) ABM geometry of the
muscle environment in mdx mice which showed that altered microenvironment
factors in DMD led to changes in peak SC [212], and (B) an ABM geometry
of disuse atrophy that demonstrated the susceptibility of the soleus muscle to
decreases in muscle fibre size in response to immobilisation [213].

3.1.3 ABM software

The ease of ABM includes its ability to be realised using widely available software

and generic workstations. In this way, it is possible to test and generate alterna-

tive hypotheses that are potentially responsible for complex observed phenomena.

This makes large-scale in silico experimentation possible and results in reduced

cost and time. Agent-based models can also drive future experimentation, with

idealised models seeded with experimental data and further validated against

different experimental and clinical data sets.

A variety of ABM frameworks exists, each with unique packages to fulfil

different model curricula. Upon initial project development, some of the most

popular ABM software were NetLogo, Repast, and FLAME. While most ABM

software at this time lacked features to highlight biological activity, the three
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aforementioned examples provided extensive customisation to tailor an ABM

towards suiting agent behaviours in addition to the built-in functionality [214].

ABM is a burgeoning application in biology and recent updates to software such

as PhysiCell [215] and CompuCell 3D [216] incorporate biological ontology.

Repast Simphony [217] is a Java-based modelling platform with reactive,

object-oriented agents. The scope of Repast allows for 2D/3D simulations suited

for cellular automata and complex adaptive systems. In a comparative review

of ABM software, Repast was found to have a complex yet flexible modelling

difficulty [214]. Visually intuitive model design and development are helped by

the GUI and flowcharts available in Repast, with the added potential for large

scale ABMs to be built [217].

Most limitations regarding the construction and use of ABMs relate to sim-

ulations exceeding the computing power of a singular node. In this case, high-

performance computing may be an alternative that is easily translatable and ac-

cessible using the Repast suite of tools. The lack of specified parameters in the

literature for implementing empirical rules is another limitation.

3.2 Mechanobiological Modelling

3.2.1 Mechanobiology

Mechanical stimuli play a significant role in biological signalling cascades. In

skeletal muscle, it is thought that mechanics trigger the signalling processes that

mediate regeneration of muscle fibres [106, 118]. Muscle fibre repair following

exercise-induced eccentric contraction is localised to a section of the fibre, with

inflammatory cells recruited to the area of injury [62]. In addition to the fibre

unit, properties of passive materials such as the endomysium also influence force
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transmission and overall muscle performance [218, 219]. Mechanobiology aims to

understand the role of mechanics as a mediator in biological processes. Central to

the field of mechanobiology is understanding mechanotransduction [39]. Mechan-

otransduction is the process by which cells sense and respond to biophysical

stimuli. For example, the shear stress of blood vessels triggers the activation of

ion channels and various kinase signalling cascades [220]. Furthermore, signalling

cascades for tissue homeostasis often require the correct mechanical inputs to

regulate cell behaviour.

Computational mechanobiological modelling is a powerful tool for probing the

quantitative rules of how mechanical stimuli affect tissue maintenance and adap-

tation [39]. This technical approach can further help understand the role of me-

chanics in activating and regulating mechanistic pathways in both healthy and

pathological tissue. Finite element modelling is one approach that can be used to

probe the impact of mechanical stimuli on passive and active intramuscular struc-

tures and their patterns of deformation [221, 222]. This is particularly useful in

determining areas of local strains in muscle fibres and the surrounding extracellular

matrix, which would otherwise be difficult or impossible to analyse experimentally.

3.2.2 Finite Element Modelling

In the early days of mechanical modelling of the human musculoskeletal system,

there was a primary focus on gait, using rigid-body models to study external

forces without inclusion of detailed deformation of muscles [223]. While these can

characterise macro-scale differences in movement patterns, questions remain as

to the meso-scale effects on the muscle tissue, and the cellular pathophysiology

in myopathies which contribute to abnormalities in muscle adaptations during

repair and regeneration. The finite element (FE) method is a numerical method
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that approximates solutions to systems of equations over complex geometries by

discretising the geometry and simplifying governing equations so that an approx-

imate solution can be resolved [224]. FE modelling requires boundary conditions,

loads, material properties and a geometry that is subdivided into a finite number

of elements. When applied to soft tissues, this method allows the exploration of

the effects of mechanical stimuli on tissue deformation.

In contrast to rigid-body modelling, FE modelling can be used to numeri-

cally approximate how mechanical loading affects muscle deformation at the whole

muscle, fascicle, or fibre level [225–227]. Muscle fibres, in particular, can be geo-

metrically represented as simple cylinders or as more complex extrusions of their

histological cross-sections. Because biological tissues are subject to large deforma-

tions, and the stress-strain relationships are usually nonlinear, muscle fibres have

previously been represented as transversely isotropic incompressible hyperelastic

materials [219, 221].

3.2.3 Coupled modelling

The pathological differences in muscle geometry and deformation that may lead

to changes in the tissue micro-structure can be observed by coupling ABM and

FE modelling. The FE analysis will be used to determine areas of high strain to

localise tissue injury. These areas direct cell migration in the agent-based model

as it is used to simulate a repair cycle following injury. In the first instance,

following completion of the repair time course, the resultant agent-based model

geometry and cell counts can inform the reconstruction of the FE model geometry,

thereby providing progressive morphological data. Ultimately, two models provide

repeated feedback, the effect of pathological muscle morphology on chronic injury

and regeneration can be observed and compared to typical muscle regeneration
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and muscle morphology. In another instance, the effect of mechanical input such

as that in FE model will be compared to non-localised damage. This will highlight

the effect of mechanotransduction in muscle adaptation, and how the process is

changed when an disease-like widespread inflammatory component is introduced.

By coupling FE modelling with ABM in an iterative fashion, the biological pro-

cesses of tissue adaptation can be explored over time.

3.3 Summary

Agent-based modelling is a promising tool for studying human physiology. This

technique incorporates the nonlinearity of physiological interactions and offers a

way of studying populations of cells involved in the complex system of muscle

repair. The outcomes of agent-based models can highlight emergent macro-scale

phenomena that occur in muscle disease, or predict how cell interactions regulate

the healthy muscle environment. The inclusion of mechanical properties of muscle

fibres via FE modelling allows for the examination of the effects of mechanotrans-

duction and cellular-signalling pathways in muscle regeneration. A framework

that combines these tools can be used to test targeted hypotheses that relate to

muscle disease and elucidate potential therapeutic avenues for muscle repair and

regeneration in myopathies.





Chapter 4

Preliminary Modelling to Probe

the Role of Satellite Cells and

Fibroblasts in Cerebral Palsy

Muscle Degeneration

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Muscle Growth and Regeneration

Muscle injury is commonly linked to mechanical loading, such as eccentric exercise

[71]. The process of muscle repair and regeneration that follows has four interre-

lated phases: necrosis and degradation of tissue, acute inflammation, satellite cell

(SC) activation and repair, and extracellular matrix (ECM) remodelling [16, 72].

Firstly, tissue damage triggers recruitment of leukocytes that control the acute

pro- and anti-inflammatory periods of muscle repair, as well as the timing of SC

recruitment [72]. The duration of SC activation and proliferation is affected by the

presence of secreted factors such as HGF, TNF-α, IGF-1, FGF, and TGF-β from

47
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surrounding cells [93, 138]. Muscle regeneration takes place when SCs differentiate

into myoblasts and fuse to form nascent myotubes [16, 61, 95]. ECM remodelling

by fibroblasts occurs continuously throughout the entire repair process [116].

4.1.2 Regenerative Potential

Muscle adaptation following injury requires the presence of a myogenic popula-

tion that differentiates to form muscle tissue [228]. SCs are the mononucleated

progenitor cell population pivotal to physiological muscle repair and regeneration

[48, 102, 105]. In an uninjured state, SCs reside between the plasma membrane

of the muscle fibre and the basal lamina. SC content of muscle differs between

age groups, activity levels, and location along the muscle fibre [106, 158]. SCs

on myofibers proliferate and migrate to the site of injury and initiate muscle

regeneration [48]. Aberrant regeneration can occur when too few SCs are present

or when fibroblasts become overactive [116]. Fibroblasts make up a small portion

of cells in skeletal muscle [81], but they synthesise and assemble the majority of

the components required for functional ECM remodelling [103, 116, 229].

The physiological cascade of events that impairs skeletal muscle growth and

leads to the development of contractures in CP is largely unknown [5, 230]. Several

in vitro studies suggest that the muscle milieu in patients with CP is drastically

altered at the cellular level [168, 172, 231, 232]. Two recurring observations from

these studies are the reduced potential for myogenic growth due to SCs, and

perturbed ECM remodelling performed by fibroblasts.

In CP muscle, SC content is diminished, and excess collagen deposition re-

sults in fibrosis [5, 172, 233]. Smith et al. [36] investigated populations of SCs,

inflammatory cells and endothelial cells in biopsies of spastic human muscle. They
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found significantly fewer SCs (up to 70% decrease) compared to typically develop-

ing (TD) individuals. Transcriptional levels of inflammatory and endothelial cells

were found to be similar in CP and TD groups. ECM remodelling is also impaired

following stretch-induced injury, due in part to the reduced SC content [230]. The

progression of both ECM remodelling and muscle regeneration in CP at the cellu-

lar level remains poorly understood. Although transcriptional abnormalities have

been highlighted, no mechanism has been defined for the decrease in SC popula-

tion. It is also unclear how SCs interact with other cellular factors in the process of

impaired muscle regeneration in CP. Computational simulation approaches may

be particularly appropriate here, in order to probe the mechanisms and interac-

tions between SCs, fibroblasts, related growth factors, and their contribution to

impaired muscle growth.

4.1.3 Agent-Based Modelling

Agent-based modelling (ABM) describes a bottom-up computational modelling

technique that ascribes sets of rules and behaviours to individual agents (e.g.,

cells) that define their interactions with other agents and with the environment

[206, 214]. The ABM approach has previously been applied to studies of tumour

formation, vascular remodelling, bone tissue regeneration, wound healing, disuse

atrophy, and disease modifications in muscle [44, 212, 213, 234, 235].

One feature of ABM is its ability to demonstrate emergent

phenomena—macro-scale behaviours that are non-intuitive consequences of

individual interactions occurring in large numbers [196, 209]. Cellular and non-

cellular components of an agent-based model can be programmed to perform

biologically relevant behaviours such as proliferation, apoptosis, and migration

[197, 236]. In physiology, agent-based models are a powerful tool in their ability
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to connect tissue and organ level behaviours to simple cellular interactions. In

silico experimentation that can repeatedly and efficiently test experimentally

driven hypotheses while incorporating cellular and molecular dynamics from the

literature, may provide a systematic solution to investigating the impaired growth

process that manifests as muscle degeneration in CP [207].

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Construction of an Agent-Based Model for Healthy

Muscle Regeneration

To probe the decrease in regenerative potential in CP muscle compared to typical,

we created an agent-based model of muscle regeneration in both healthy and CP

muscle, built in Repast Simphony [217], a Java-based modelling platform. Rules

were developed based on literature descriptions of physiological interactions. The

model was built to simulate the progression of events during muscle regeneration.

Agents included fibres, SCs, fibroblasts, macrophages, ECM, and secreted growth

factors. Model geometry consisted of 4865 2D grid elements that represented 17

muscle fibre cross-sections in ECM (see Figure 4.1 and section below). We simu-

lated injury-induced muscle regeneration over 28 days with time steps of one hour.

The injury was modelled as a user prescribed percentage of muscle fibres set to a

damaged phenotype, which occurred at model instantiation. Endpoint fibre count

was used as a measure of muscle fibre regeneration.

Agent Interactions

Fibres & ECM

Fibre geometry was based on cross-sections of 16 muscle fibres from the mouse

lower limb (Figure 4.1) [212]. The histological images were masked in MATLAB
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Figure 4.1: Agent-based model simulation of muscle regeneration. Injury to healthy
muscle is simulated as damaged fibrils randomly distributed throughout the ge-
ometry. Over 28 days, activity of macrophages, fibroblasts, and SCs repair the
damaged tissue and return it to a state similar to pre-injury

(Mathworks, Natick, MA) to extract fibre and ECM pixels for mapping on to the

agent-based model grid. Injury was modelled as a prescribed amount of damage

that was stochastically applied to the myofibrils to damage either 20% (normal

injury) or 40% (double injury) of the total fibrils. Each of the ECM components

in the damaged fibrils’ von Neumann neighbourhood was also damaged to allow

for ECM remodelling and muscle growth. The extended area of damage simulated

necrotic tissue.

Macrophages

Macrophages are critical to the repair process as they express several inflamma-

tory mediators that drive the cellular responses following injury [13, 72]. In this

model, macrophages searched a Moore neighbourhood for damaged fibres and

ECM components. Once the damage was located, the angle of desired movement

was calculated, and macrophages moved towards a specific damaged point. This

method simulated the behaviour of chemical factors that attract macrophages.

When a macrophage encountered a damaged fibre, the fibre was set to ‘degener-
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ating’ and was eligible to be phagocytosed. Phagocytosis allowed for macrophage

proliferation as well as increases in the levels of TNF-α present in the model.

Satellite Cells

In this simulation, SCs were seeded according to physiological values of approx-

imately 0.24 SCs per fibre for a 20-µm thick section [212]. During initialisation,

SCs were stochastically placed on border fibres to represent their location in mus-

cle between the sarcolemma and basement membrane of muscle fibres [48]. The

activation of quiescent SCs required the presence of HGF [144]. SC division could

take place after 10 h for each agent given that the active SC was in close proximity

to a fibroblast [103, 237, 238]. The proliferation of active SCs then occurred to

mimic the transit-amplifying cells present during repair [239]. This process took

place in the timeframe when levels of IGF-1 and TGF-β were increased. SCs are

protected from apoptosis while pro-inflammatory macrophages were present in the

agent-based model [212]. Activated SCs expressed Pax7, MyoD, and Myf5 [102].

There was a 10% probability for activated SCs to commit self-renewal rather than

differentiation [212, 240]. Three flags signalled for differentiation to occur: loss of

Pax7, loss of Myf5, and an increase in myogenin over time [48, 240]. Once differ-

entiated, SCs do not express Myf5 and become myoblasts [138]. A myoblast agent

was created in the fibre class, and the myoblasts fused to damaged fibre edges to

repair the injured muscle. Simulations were run with varying levels of SCs. SCs

per fibre was varied between 0.24 (control) and 0 with a 0.06 decrement. SC levels

were tested at baseline and double levels of initial injury.

Fibroblasts

Initial fibroblast levels were seeded at 0.13 cells per fibre pre-exercise induced

injury, according to Mackey et al. [103]. Fibroblasts proliferated based on a pos-

itive TNF-α gradient and the presence of neighbouring activated SCs [21, 103].
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Fibroblasts became activated myofibroblasts in the presence of a positive TGF-

β gradient [52]. Myofibroblasts searched the area for empty cells that neighbour

ECM components. Myofibroblasts competed with myoblasts to regenerate tissue

by depositing collagen near damaged ECM edges. When there were no SCs present

in the muscle, fibroblasts deposited collagen within damaged fibre edges.

Secreted Factors

Levels of secreted factors IGF-1 [213], TNF-α [213, 241] and TGF-β [213, 242] per

hour were represented by the following equations:

dIGF

dt
= 8.8e−5Fb+ 5.1e−5F (4.1)

dTNF

dt
= 5.8e−2PM + 4.9e−6Fb (4.2)

dTGF

dt
= 8.75e−3AM + 1.7e−6Fb (4.3)

where Fb was the number of fibroblasts (initial value = 4), F was the num-

ber of fibrils (initial value = 2174), PM was the number of pro-inflammatory

macrophages (initial value = 50), and AM was the number of anti-inflammatory

macrophages (initial value = 0).

4.3 Results

We developed an agent-based model to explore the cellular pathophysiology of

CP and probe the regeneration of fibres with differing levels of injury, SCs, and

fibroblast activity. To compare our model’s predictions with experiments from the

literature, we made a comparison of SC counts over a 14 day period following

injury to the experimental observations of Murphy et al. [21] (Figure 4.2). The
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agent-based model followed the timing and amplitude of SC proliferation in vitro

for the first five days following injury.

Figure 4.2: Satellite cell count comparison between experimental results from Mur-
phy et al. [21] and agent-based model simulations following 20% injury with control
0.24 initial SC number. Satellite cell proliferation in the first five days was com-
parable to in vitro values.

In an exploration of the effects of SC concentration and injury magnitude, we

varied each to examine recovery timing and magnitude. Following a 20% injury,

fibres recovered and exceeded the original fibre count when SCs per fibre was

set to 0.12, 0.18, and 0.24 (Figure 4.3). Peak recovery times occurred in the two

to three-week timeframe. Reducing SCs by 75% (0.06 SC per fibre) affected the

ability of the muscle cells to regenerate beyond the pre-injury state, resulting in a

lack of hypertrophy growth, but nearly returning the muscle to the original fibre

count (98%).

The magnitude of injury also affected the overall regeneration and recovery

outcomes. Increasing the extent of injury by a factor of two altered recovery pro-

files by preventing full recovery at all SC levels (Figure 4.4). The level of recovery

scaled with the number of SCs per fibre following both 20% and 40% injury,
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Figure 4.3: Regeneration of muscle following 20% injury at different levels of SCs
per fibre. Fibre count recovery scaled with the concentration of SCs per fibre.
Control levels (0.24 SC per fibre) showed marked fibre count improvement. Mid-
levels of SCs (0.18 & 0.12) resulted in fibre count recovery above the original,
while a 75% reduction in SC concentration led to sub-optimal regeneration.

but greater injury inhibited the ability of the model to repair the damage fully

(Figure 4.5). Recovery percentages were increased following 40% injury at 0.12,

0.18, and 0.24 SC per fibre but were not sufficient for total fibre count regeneration.

The recovery of the ECM reflects the movement and actions of fibroblasts.

Reflective of the competitive nature of fibroblasts and satellite cells, recovery of

ECM components was greatest when simulations had no SCs on fibres or with 0.06

SC per fibre following 20% and 40% injury (Figure 4.6). In the simulations with

0.00 and 0.06 SC per fibre during 20% injury, ECM recovery was above original

levels and can be interpreted to represent fibrosis. This outcome was also apparent

at all levels of SCs following 40% injury (Figure 4.7) where ECM recovery was

highest.
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Figure 4.4: Regeneration of muscle following 40% injury at different levels of SCs
per fibre. Regeneration scaled with SC concentration; however, regeneration of
fibre count was impaired at every SC level, and no net improvement in fibre count
was observed.

4.4 Discussion

The motivation for this research stems from the hypothesis that the observed

pathological muscle degeneration in CP results from an impairment in the muscle

regeneration process. There is a need to understand this process in individuals

with CP better as they grow. In this study, we developed an in silico model of

the micro-scale muscle milieu during muscle regeneration. To understand muscle

degeneration in CP at the most fundamental level, modelling that incorporates

cellular dynamics is an essential step. This agent-based model was used to inves-

tigate decreases in SC concentration and an increase in fibrosis observed in the

CP muscle environment.

SCs are not required for hypertrophy in adulthood [243]; however, they are

known for their regenerative potential following injury [105, 244]. In our agent-

based model, regeneration of fibre count scaled with the levels of SCs following

both normal and double damage. The effect of SC concentration on fibre recovery
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of recovery increased with SC count following both 20%
and 40% damage. The percentage of recovery was greater at 0.12, 0.18, and 0.24
SC per fibre following 40% injury despite incomplete fibre recovery.

Figure 4.6: ECM recovery over 28 days following 20% injury with varying levels of
SCs on fibres. ECM Count regenerated faster at lower SC concentrations of 0.00
and 0.06. At all other concentrations, ECM did not recover to original levels.

showed nonlinearities following normal injury where mid-levels of SCs did not

affect the overall fibre recovery greatly. At 0.06 SC per fibre and below, the

fibre regeneration was impaired compared to control. CP muscle is weaker and

has a smaller physiological cross-sectional area compared to typically developing
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Figure 4.7: ECM recovery over 28 days following 40% injury with varying levels
of SCs on fibres. ECM count recovery was higher at low SC concentrations, and
all recovery profiles exceeded the original ECM count. There was a higher rate of
recovery when no SCs were present in the simulation

muscle [33]. Interestingly, our model showed that a combination of high injury

and reduced SC concentration would contribute to deficient muscle regeneration.

Continued loading of a CP muscle may act as repeated injury. This, combined

with the up to 70% decrease of SCs in CP muscle, would lead to slower and

otherwise impaired tissue regeneration over time.

Our model successfully captured the timing of healthy regeneration. Active

muscle regeneration peaks at seven to ten days post-injury and reaches a peak

at two weeks [16]. Mature healthy muscle completes its regeneration process in

three to four weeks post-injury [106, 158]. Our agent-based model shows that

recovery following single magnitude injury was more resistant to changes in SC

concentration compared to the double injury simulation. This is inconsistent with

work from Virgilio et al. [212], which found that initial damage magnitude at

control levels of SCs did not lead to significant changes in the fibre recovery of

cross-sectional area after 28 days. It is also important to recognise that SCs can

undergo symmetric and asymmetric division to replenish the quiescent SC pool
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[240]. Implementing this process in the current agent-based model would provide

a detailed picture of myogenic potential based on the number of active and differ-

entiating SCs over time. In order to compare the recovery at different magnitudes

of injury, the agent-based model requires more detailed rules to govern the action

of SCs and fibroblasts.

In our model, consistent with literature descriptions of the physiology, scar-

tissue formation competes with the regeneration of myofibers [106, 245]. Fibrob-

lasts deposit collagen for ECM remodelling, and under homeostatic conditions,

fibrosis does not occur [81]. Muscle fibre growth was able to occur during fibroblast

activity throughout the simulation, with the ECM remodelling around the newly

fused myoblasts. However, a lack of SCs activity led to recovery of ECM compo-

nents above the original level around fibre edges and within the fibre boundaries.

When SC count was decreased, the ECM count increased despite no change in

the speed of fibroblast activity and no change in the number of seeded fibroblasts

(Figure 4.6. To estimate the amount of fibrosis that is caused by decreased SC

count and overactive fibroblasts, more rules regarding the response of fibroblasts

to inflammatory cytokines and growth factors need to be implemented.

The increase in initial injury led to incomplete ECM recovery due to the

insufficient muscle fibre regeneration. Insufficient regeneration could occur due to

delayed debridement and phagocytosis of tissue [94]. Delayed clearance of necrotic

tissue has the potential to enhance myofibroblast activation due to the prolonged

presence of TNF-α expressed by inflammatory macrophages [246]. Future agent-

based models should investigate the inflammatory stage of muscle regeneration

and how delayed clearance can influence fibroblast dynamics and fibrosis.
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The process of muscle regeneration is largely guided by the chemical environ-

ment [140, 157, 246, 247]. The inclusion of a more detailed sub-cellular environment

allows for a more physiologically accurate model of muscle regeneration. The es-

timation of growth factor activity in our model currently includes TGF-β, HGF,

TNF-α, and IGF-1 secretion from a limited number of cell types. Recreating a

more detailed growth factor environment in healthy and impaired muscle could

reveal important insights into how changes in growth factor levels can help or

hinder different stages in the muscle regeneration process. The agent rules do not

currently include migration dynamics and restrictions to movement along fibre

edges; thus, the practical implications of implementing additional growth factors

include the ability to apply spatial gradients of growth factors across the grid

environment to guide the speed and direction of various cell types.

4.5 Conclusions

Changes in macroscale tissue morphology can often be explained by microscale

phenomena. This study aimed to characterise the adaptations in the microscale

muscle environment during muscle regeneration in CP via an in silico modelling

approach. The physiological processes of muscle regeneration in CP are not well

understood. ABM offers a way of studying populations of cells, which incorporates

the nonlinearity of physiological interactions. These tools combined with experi-

mental validation can be used to test targeted hypotheses and elucidate potential

therapeutic avenues for muscle repair and regeneration in CP.

4.6 Future Work

Finite element (FE) modelling can be used to numerically approximate how

mechanical loading affects muscle deformation at the whole muscle, fascicle, or
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fibre level using a continuum approach that homogenizes information below these

structural levels [219]. Because biological tissues are subject to large deforma-

tions, the stress-strain relationships are nonlinear, and the underlying tissue has

preferred material property directions, whole muscles and muscle fibres have

previously been represented as transversely isotropic incompressible hyperelastic

materials [219, 221].

Figure 4.8: (A) Construction of muscle fibre volumes by (1) taking coordinates
from a histological cross-section in MATLAB, (2) recreating a coordinate map
of 2D cross-section in CAD software, and (3) extruding volumes based on the 2D
cross-section to create 3D muscle fibres and ECM. (B) Meshed ECM and separate
fibres are then combined to create a finite element model of a fibre bundle.

The pathological differences in muscle geometry and material properties that

may lead to spatial changes in deformation in the tissue microstructure can be

observed by coupling ABM and FE modelling. FE modelling is a numerically

efficient approach for determining areas of high strain where tissue injury would be

localised (Figure 4.8. These areas of damage would inform injury occurrence in the

agent-based model. These damage sites would influence cell migration in the agent-

based model during the cycle of repair following injury. Following the repair time

course, the resultant agent-based model geometry and cell counts would inform the

reconstruction of the FE model geometry and material property evolution, thereby

providing progressive morphological data (Figure 4.9). As the two models provide

iterative feedback, the effect of pathological muscle morphology on chronic injury
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Figure 4.9: Feedback between mechanical finite element model stimulus and cel-
lular level agent-based model of muscle regeneration would be used to illustrate
the process of healthy muscle regeneration in typically developing muscle and the
chronic degeneration process in cerebral palsy muscle that leads to pathological
changes

and regeneration can be observed and compared to typical muscle regeneration

and muscle morphology. By coupling finite element modelling with ABM in a

two-way coupling, the biological processes of tissue adaptation can be explored

temporally.



Chapter 5

A Coupled Mechanobiological

Model of Muscle Regeneration in

Cerebral Palsy

5.1 Introduction

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neuromusculoskeletal disorder arising from a static neural

lesion but leading to musculoskeletal and gait impairments that can give rise to

long-term degradation of musculature [231, 248, 249]. CP is the most common

cause of physical disability in children and manifests as spasticity, contractures,

poor control of muscles, and altered reflexes and posture [5]. Depending on dis-

ease severity, muscles in individuals with CP are often smaller and weaker than

typically developing (TD) counterparts; additionally, muscle size and strength

decline over time [34, 35, 169, 250]. The macro-scale changes to CP muscle

are well-known; however, cellular level studies of muscle regeneration are only

commonly performed for TD muscle as opposed to CP muscle. Of the few recent

studies performed on CP muscle, cellular level differences between CP and TD

63
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muscle have been found and include increased collagen deposition in the extra-

cellular matrix (ECM) [168, 172, 248], decreased number of muscle stem cells

[36], decreased stem cell activity [26], and an increase in pro-inflammatory gene

expression compared to TD muscle [251].

Skeletal muscle is a post-mitotic tissue capable of repair and regeneration.

Muscle regeneration and repair may be triggered by different cues including

trauma, muscle use and strain, and chronic degenerative diseases, which over time

lead to tissue adaptation [61, 252, 253]. Typically, eccentric exercise stimulation

of muscles attenuates age-related muscle loss and promotes myofibre hypertrophy

[253]. Stimuli such as eccentric lengthening exercises cause mechanical strains in

the muscle that damage cell membranes and lead to a cascade of chemical signals

and cellular responses. Following damage, the muscle fibre environment undergoes

a tightly regulated adaptive repair process which is often categorised according to

a series of four phases of regeneration: 1) damage in the form of membrane rup-

ture, 2) acute inflammatory response from macrophages and neutrophils, which

involves breakdown and clearance of necrotic tissue, 3) regeneration orchestrated

by activation, proliferation, differentiation of myogenic precursor cells and fusion

of myoblasts to the debrided region of the myofibre, and 4) repair and remodelling

of the extracellular matrix by fibroblasts [16, 18, 254–256]. During the first step,

the breakdown and necrosis of myofibres is triggered via the disruption of the

sarcolemma and subsequent increase in permeability. Creatine kinase is released

into the serum and is a common marker of post-mechanical stress or muscle

degeneration. Loss of calcium homeostasis and calcium influx, due to damage of

the sarcolemma, then drives tissue necrosis. The result of injury is focal or total

autolysis of fibres [16]. Step two is marked by degeneration that occurs within

hours of damage with the activation of myeloid and secretory cells that predom-

inantly release cytokines. Neutrophils invade injured muscle within 1-6 hours
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and reach peak concentration 6-24 hours post-exercise. At 48 hours post-injury,

macrophages become the predominant inflammatory cell types at the injury site.

Macrophages phagocytose cellular debris and activate myogenic cells, ready for

the regeneration process [256]. Their importance in skeletal muscle regeneration is

due to their phagocytic and antigen-presenting roles [93]. Arnold et al.[95] postu-

late that phagocytosis of muscle cell debris induces a switch of pro-inflammatory

macrophages toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype, releasing transforming

growth factor (TGF)-β. This also suggests that inflammatory macrophages

stimulate myogenic proliferation while anti-inflammatory macrophages exhibit

differentiating activity.

The damaged environment activates quiescent satellite cells (SCs) and fibrob-

lasts that remodel the affected tissue. SCs are a mononucleated, progenitor cell

population pivotal to physiological muscle repair and regeneration. In an unin-

jured state, SCs sit between the plasma membrane of the muscle fibre and the

basal lamina. SC content of muscle differs between age groups and activity levels.

Increased SC density is observed at the neuromuscular junction and adjacent to

capillaries. This suggests the muscle environment created by and surrounding

these structures may attract SCs or regulate the distribution of the SC pool. The

regulation of SC density is also observed down to the single myofibre level and

during regeneration, activation of SCs is not restricted to the site of injury on

the myofibre. Mechanical stimulation through endurance and resistance exercise

can also accelerate the turnover of ECM components in skeletal muscle. The

ECM is primarily composed of collagens, laminins, fibronectin and proteoglycans.

Fibroblasts synthesise and assemble most of the ECM in skeletal muscle, while

other components are responsible for degradation of the ECM [116]. Collagen

synthesis is increased post-exercise and transcriptional analysis shows increased

encoding of collagen types I, III and IV post-endurance training [118]. A loss of
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balance in terms of fibroblast secretion of ECM and clearance of collagen may

result in perturbed muscle regeneration and excess fibrosis.

The muscle regeneration process builds new healthy muscle under optimal

conditions and can be organised and considered as a four step process [16]. It

should be noted that perturbation of this process may lead to fatty infiltration

and fibrotic tissue [22, 80, 257]. While regeneration in skeletal muscle occurs at

the cellular level, degeneration of CP muscle over time leads to both cellular and

observable macro-scale changes [5]. In light of this, it bears considering whether

the process of muscle regeneration may lead to degeneration in CP primarily as a

result of changes to the cellular environment. The regeneration process is complex

however, and exploration of this problem requires understanding interactions at

multiple scales among multiple cellular agents.

Agent-based modelling (ABM) is a modelling technique capable of probing

complex adaptive systems from the bottom-up. In ABM, autonomous agents are

situated in an environment with changeable relationships. ABM is well-suited

for biology as bottom-up modelling enables cells to act and react to one another

and to local stimuli without an a priori macro-scale outcome. This is achieved

through its representation of multiple levels of biological organisation, capturing

of intracellular dynamics between large populations of cells, and its ability to

integrate cell-signalling events [195]. Furthermore, both cellular and non-cellular

components of an agent-based model can be programmed to perform biologi-

cally relevant behaviours such as proliferation, apoptosis and migration [197].

The macro-scale behaviour observed is then either a directed or an emergent

effect of the local cellular actions and interactions; thus, ABM is a useful tool

for capturing the complex, nonlinear, and multi-scale nature of physiology [206,

217], and is a promising approach to model the process of muscle regeneration.
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The ABM approach has previously been applied to studies of tumour formation,

cardiac modelling, vascular remodelling, bone tissue regeneration, wound healing,

signalling, and metabolic processes [44, 210, 211].

ABM has been used previously to explore muscle-related pathologies such as

Duchenne muscular dystrophy [212] and disuse atrophy [213]. Here, we develop an

agent-based model that simulates typical muscle regeneration based on physiolog-

ical properties and rules derived from literature. To simulate a muscle’s response

to mechanical stimulus, we built a 3D finite element (FE) model of a muscle fibre

bundle that underwent active eccentric contraction. The resultant areas of high

strain and thus mechanical damage in the FE model serve as cues for remodelling

in the agent-based model. This coupled model links mechanical stimulus and

damage to its physiological response in skeletal muscle. We use this model to

simulate the mechanobiological feedback loop of muscle repair over three months

and investigate chronic regeneration and degeneration in TD and CP muscles.

The purpose of this study was to simulate active eccentric contraction of muscle

to obtain local strain data, then to seed the highest localised strain points into

the agent-based model of muscle regeneration and evaluate the sensitivity of fibril

recovery post-injury after altering SC concentration.

The pathological differences in muscle geometry and deformation that may

lead to changes in the tissue microstructure can be observed by coupling ABM

and FE modelling. Firstly, the FE analysis is used to determine areas of high

strain and to localise tissue injury. These areas direct cell migration in the agent-

based model as it is used to simulate a cycle of repair following injury. Secondly,

following the repair time course, the resultant agent-based model geometry and

cell counts can inform the reconstruction of the FE model geometry, thereby

providing progressive morphological data. Lastly, as the two models provide
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repeated feedback, the effect of pathological muscle morphology on chronic injury

and regeneration can be observed and compared to typical muscle regeneration

and muscle morphology. By coupling FE modelling with ABM in an iterative

fashion, the biological processes of tissue adaptation can be explored over time.

This coupled model investigates how impairment in the muscle regeneration pro-

cess can influence pathological muscle degeneration in cerebral palsy. There is a

need to better understand this process in individuals with cerebral palsy over time.

5.2 Methods

This study coupled an agent-based model and FE model of human skeletal muscle

fibre bundle to simulate muscle regeneration in response to eccentric contraction

in CP and TD muscle. Initial geometry for all models was built from a single hu-

man muscle fibre cross-section obtained from the literature (Mackey et al., 2017),

where this group undertook antibody staining of muscle biopsies from four young

healthy male human participants. The vastus lateralis is a frequently used muscle

in biopsy studies since it is a large, easily accessed muscle (Baczynska et al., 2016).

In this case, we used a histological image from human vastus lateralis, which we

use here as a representative of fibre bundle architecture for human lower limb

muscle. The histological image of muscle fibre bundle cross-section was segmented

to distinguish 20 muscle fibres from the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Figure 5.1)

using the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox™ in MATLAB (The Math-

Works, Inc., Natick, MA). The 20 muscle fibres form a fibre bundle with each

fibre surrounded by ECM and allows the study of cell-cell and cell-ECM interac-

tions. Briefly, colour-based K-means clustering was used to distinguish ECM from

fibres, labelling every pixel in the image with a cluster index (1 or 0). The following

sections discuss the agent-based model and FE model construction separately.
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Figure 5.1: Geometry for both the agent-based models and FE models were gen-
erated from a single histological section. The coordinates for each pixel were ex-
tracted in MATLAB and used to recreate (A) pixels on agent-based model grid,
and (B) to extrude muscle fibres for the FE models.

5.2.1 Agent-Based Modelling

The agent-based model was implemented in Repast Simphony [217], a Java-based

modelling platform. Pixel values of the initial geometry were loaded onto a grid

at the corresponding coordinate points in Repast Simphony (Figure 5.1A). The

agent-based model contains 20 muscle fibres and represents a cross-sectional slice

thickness of 50 µm. The agent-based model rules were developed based on lit-

erature descriptions of physiological interactions (see subsections below) (Figure

5.2). The model was built to simulate the progression of events during muscle

regeneration known to take place over 2-4 weeks following injury [18].

Cell populations modelled as agents in the agent-based model include muscle

fibres, macrophages and neutrophils, SCs, fibroblasts, and ECM components. Ex-

tracellular guidance cues influenced the behaviour of agents. These extracellular

guidance cues comprised the cytokines and growth factors insulin-like growth fac-

tor 1 (IGF-1), transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), hepatocyte growth factor
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Figure 5.2: Overview of agent-based model steps. FE model resultant strains are
mapped from each element center coordinate to the corresponding pixel coordi-
nates of fibrils in the agent-based model. fibres, SCs, neutrophils, macrophages,
fibroblasts and ECM components work to regenerate damaged tissue.

(HGF), Interleukin 6 (IL-6), and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α). Cytokine

levels were based on cell-type specific secretions or generalised cell secretions.

The agent-based model simulated muscle regeneration over 28 days following 10%

damage to muscle fibrils. Initial agent-based model geometry consisted of 11719

2D grid elements. The model simulated 28 days of regeneration with each tick

representing one hour of cell activity. Each pixel represents 6.45 µm2 of tissue.

Each simulation was run 150 times, unless otherwise stated, and simulation results

are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD).

Two agent-based model environments were developed to represent the muscle
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milieu in (1) a healthy TD skeletal muscle and (2) a CP skeletal muscle. Typical

SC concentration is reported as approximately 0.1 SC per fibre for 10 µm slice

thickness [9, 102, 103]. A decrease in SC concentration of 60% has been found in

muscle biopsies from individuals with CP [36]. Therefore, SC density for 10 µm

slice thickness was 0.10 SC per fibre for the healthy skeletal muscle and 0.04 SC

per fibre for the CP muscle, representing a 60% decrease. For 50 µm slice thickness,

the equation for SC counts was SC density for 10 µm×number of fibres×((slice

thickness)/10). Initial SC counts were set to 0.1×20×5 = 10 for the TD muscle and

0.04×20×5 = 4 for CP muscle. We additionally conducted a sensitivity analysis to

assess the impact of variation in SC count on the resulting fibril count over time.

Fibres & ECM

The creation of fibre and ECM geometry has been described above. Each agent was

initialised to a coordinate point on a 2D grid based on the segmentation results.

Damage was assigned to fibre and ECM regions in the agent-based model based

on regions of high strain in the FE model (described in detail below). Following ec-

centric contractions, regions of strain above a certain threshold in muscle indicate

the locations of injury [258, 259]. In the agent-based model, fibril agents with the

highest 10% of strain values from FE modelling were regarded as damaged in the

agent-based model. Neighbour fibre and ECM agents were also set to damaged,

where neighbours were defined by searching the von Neumann neighbourhoods of

damaged fibre agents. This extended area of damage simulated necrotic tissue [18].

Damaged ECM had collagen density set to a lower value and signalled for fibrob-

lasts to initiate the repair process [260]. When average fibril count per fibre was

repaired to pre-injury levels, fibre borders were re-formed and additional fibrils

could be added, consistent with the ‘ghost fibre’ phenomenon previously observed

[261]; at this point, hypertrophy could occur if any of the remaining circulating

SCs were still active.
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Neutrophils

For initial time steps of the agent-based model, neutrophils were distributed ran-

domly on ECM grid points. Once damage had occurred, neutrophils searched their

neighbourhoods for damaged ECM and moved towards these points by updating

their location to points where collagen density had declined since the previous

time step. Neutrophils peak within 24 h [78]. When neutrophils encountered dam-

aged ECM or fibres, they proliferated, releasing IL-6 [262], and marked objects as

needing repair. Neutrophils then broke down nearby damaged objects.

Macrophages

At initial time points, macrophages were localised to ECM. Once damage had oc-

curred in the model, macrophages searched a Moore neighbourhood for the high-

est IL-6 concentration and moved towards the corresponding grid location. Once

damage was located, the angle of movement was computed, and the macrophages

moved in this angular direction towards the damage. This method simulates

the behaviour of chemical factors that attract macrophages [159, 263]. When a

macrophage encounters a damaged fibre, the fibre is set to ‘needs repair’ and

is eligible for phagocytosis [77, 264]. Phagocytosis allows for macrophage pro-

liferation and increases in the levels of TNF-α present due to the proliferation

of pro-inflammatory M1 macrophages in the model [246, 262, 265]. After clear-

ing damage, M1 macrophages switch their phenotype to anti-inflammatory M2

macrophages which release TGF-β [91, 140].

Satellite cells

In our simulations, SCs are seeded according to physiological values of approxi-

mately 0.1 SCs per fibre per 10 µm thick section [9, 102, 103]. During initialisation,

SCs are randomly assigned to border fibrils to represent their location between
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the sarcolemma and basement membrane of muscle fibres. The activation of qui-

escent SCs requires the presence of HGF [146]. SC division can take place after 18

h for each agent [266]. The proliferation of active SCs then occurs to mimic the

transit-amplifying cells present during repair [267]. This process took place in a

time frame when the gradient of IGF-1 was greater than zero [75]. Both symmet-

ric and asymmetric division occurred. Symmetric division resulted in two satellite

cells or two myoblasts, while asymmetric division produced one quiescent and one

active satellite cell [240]. The chance of division decreased 20% after each of the

first three divisions for a single SC, before decreasing by 40% at the fourth division

[237]. Active SCs searched Moore neighbourhoods for fibres that need repair and

placed a myoblast at these locations.

Fibroblasts

Fibroblast levels were seeded according to Mackey et al.[103]. Fibroblasts became

activated myofibroblasts in the presence of a positive TGF-β gradient [141]. My-

ofibroblasts searched the area for empty cells that neighbour ECM components.

Myofibroblasts competed with myoblasts to regenerate tissue by depositing colla-

gen near damaged ECM edges. When there were no SCs present in the muscle,

fibroblasts deposited collagen in any remaining spaces.

Secreted Factors

Levels of secreted factors IGF-1 [213], HGF [268], IL-6, TNF-α [128, 213, 262],

and TGF-β [242] per hour were represented by the following equations:

dIGF

dt
= 2(8.8e−5AM) (5.1)

dTNF

dt
= 3.21e−12 + 5.8e−12N + 1.25e−9PM + 4.9e−18Fb (5.2)
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dTGF

dt
= 8.75e−3AM (5.3)

dHGF

dt
= 1.49e−7DE (5.4)

dIL6

dt
= 2.91e−12 + 1.25e−12N + 1.25e−12PM (5.5)

where AM was the number of anti-inflammatory macrophages, N was the number

of neutrophils, PM was the number of pro-inflammatory macrophages, Fb was

the number of fibroblasts, and DE was the number of damaged ECM components.

The built-in Repast Simphony function ‘ValueLayerDiffuser’ was utilised. The

secreted factors exist on a grid superimposed on the agent grid, with their values

accessible at every coordinate point by the agents. The ValueLayerDiffuser has

an evaporation constant and a diffusion constant such the edge of the space is

considered a “value sink”, meaning any values that hit it are evacuated out of the

space. ‘Diffuse’ function then runs the diffusion with the current rates and values.

It is described as

newV alue = evap(ownV alue+ diffConst ∗ (nghAvg − ownV alue)) (5.6)

where evap is the evaporation constant, ownValue is the current value for the

current cell, diffConst is the set diffusion constant value, and nghAvg is the

weighted average of a cells neighbours. In this model and the model described in

Chapter 6, the evaporation constant was set to 0.9, and the diffusion constant set

to 0.1.

5.2.2 Finite Element Modelling

The initial FE model was built from the same cross-sectional geometry that in-

formed the initial agent-based model’s creation. Each subsequent FE model was
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built from the endpoint agent-based model geometry resulting from each agent-

based model simulation. For the initial model, coordinate points from the seg-

mented histological image were imported to Inventor® (Autodesk., San Rafael,

CA). The coordinates were then connected, and the muscle fibre bundle cross-

section was extruded to represent 1 cm of muscle (Figure 5.1B). FE simulations

were conducted in FeBio [224] and included muscle fibres and ECM. Muscle fi-

bres were modelled with superposed active and passive stress, to simulate muscle

activation in the fibre direction, where Cauchy stress is given by:

σ = σp + σa

Muscle fibre stress, Ta, was modelled using the time-varying elastance model in

FEBio:

Ta = Tmax
Ca20

Ca20 + ECa250
C(t)

ECa50 = Tmax
Ca0max√

(exp[B(l − l0)]− 1

where Ca0 is the peak intracellular calcium, ECa50 is the calcium sensitivity

and C(t) refers to the internal variable set by a load curve that scales stress over

time.

ECM and the passive component of the muscle fibres were modelled as nearly

incompressible, hyperelastic materials, based on the following strain energy func-

tion for biological soft tissues [269]:

Ψ = F1(Ĩ1, Ĩ2) + F2(λ̃) +
K

2
[ln(J ]2

where Ψ is the strain energy functional, expressed uncoupled as the superpo-

sition of the ground substance Mooney-Rivlin response, F1, the response of the
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fibre family, F2, and the dilatational response where K is the bulk modulus and J

is the Jacobian of the deformation tensor. The Mooney-Rivlin response is defined

as:

F1(Ĩ1, Ĩ2) = C1(Ĩ1 − 3) + C2(Ĩ2 − 3)

where Ĩ1 and Ĩ2 are the first and second invariant of the deviatoric right

Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (C̃), and C1 and C2 are material parameters.

The fibre response is defined:

F2(λ̃) =


0, λ̃ ≤ 1

C3(e
−C4(Ei(C4λ̃)− Ei(C4))− ln λ̃, 1 ≤ λ̃ ≤ λm

C5(λ̃− 1) + C6 ln λ̃, λ̃ ≥ λm

where Ei denotes the exponential integral function, defined for real non-zero

values below:

Ei(x) =

∫ x

−∞

et

t
dt

λ̃ is deviatoric fibre stretch (λ̃2 = A · C̃ ·A, where A is the initial fibre stretch);

and C3, C4, C5 and C6 are material parameters. Material parameters are provided

in Table 5.1. Fibre stress response is defined as:

λ̃
∂F2

∂λ̃
=


0, λ̃ ≤ 1

C3(e
C4(λ̃−1) − 1, 1 ≤ λ̃ ≤ λm

C5λ̃+ C6, λ̃ ≥ λm

Note that we used one set of constitutive parameters for both CP and TD FE

models. Eccentric contraction was simulated by imposing a fibre stretch of 30%

with one end of the muscle fibre bundle held fixed. fibres underwent maximum
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Table 5.1: Material properties for ECM and fibres in the FE models of the muscle
fibre bundle. Properties were unchanged across all iterations

Properties ECM Fibre
material model trans iso Mooney Rivlin trans iso Mooney Rivlin

density 1 1
C1 0.5 15
C2 0 0
C3 2 2
C4 60 60
C5 600 600
K 1000 1000

voluntary active contraction during eccentric load. Activation parameters are given

below Table 5.2. At the end of FE simulations, element centers were calculated

based on average coordinates for node points. Strain values were then matched

with element centers before being mapped onto the 2D coordinate points of the

agent-based model (Figure 5.3). Inhomogeneous strain values over the area of the

fibres were parsed into the agent-based model.

Table 5.2: Active contraction properties

Properties ECM Fibre
material model trans iso Mooney Rivlin trans iso Mooney Rivlin

ascl 1 1
Ca0(µM) 4.35 4.35

beta (µm−1) 4.75 4.75
l0(µm) 1.58 1.58

refl (µm) 2.04 2.04

5.2.3 Coupled Model

Coupling of these models was achieved by simulating eccentric contraction and

damage via strain using the FE models, followed by simulation of regeneration

using ABM, where the endpoint geometry was then used for a new FE model.

The strain values from the FE model were mapped to coordinate points of the

agent-based model and the highest 10% of strain values were used to mark fibrils
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Figure 5.3: Mapping FE element centers into agent-based model coordinate space.
(A) FE element centers were calculated based on nodal points. (B) agent-based
model pixels were imported with associated X, Y coordinates. (C) Element center
coordinates and associated strain per element were then registered to agent-based
model coordinates.

at relevant locations as damaged in the agent-based model following initialisation

(Figure 5.2). Two agent-based models were used for two separate simulation series:

one agent-based model representing CP muscle and another representing TD mus-

cle. Each agent-based model in our framework simulated 28 days of regeneration.

The two seeded initial agent-based model environments represented TD muscle

with an initial SC count of 10, or CP muscle with an initial SC count of 4. These

simulation environments were run separately, and results from each agent-based

model were used to create separate endpoint geometries: CP post-regeneration vs

TD post-regeneration. Each endpoint geometry was exported to generate new FE

meshes for the coupled simulation’s next iteration (Figure 5.4). FE constitutive

properties were kept consistent across iterations. After each FE simulation, strain

values were exported and parsed to the agent-based model, where they were

registered with the correct coordinates (Figure 5.3). We chose a representative

agent-based model geometry output near the mean, which was used to create the

next FE model. This process was repeated three times to simulate three months of

muscle damage and regeneration. Three months is the time it takes to investigate

three full cycles of regeneration following injury, without the added complexity

of increased simulation time and physiological processes such as growth. Since
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constitutive properties remained unchanged—across iterations and between TD

and CP models—this approach probed the role that SCs have in muscle regener-

ation and the potential for chronic degeneration in the case of impaired SC density.

Figure 5.4: ABM and FE modelling coupling workflow. The initial pixel values and
coordinates were used to build both starting ABM and FE modelling geometry.
(A) FE simulations were run to model active eccentric contraction of a fibre
bundle. (B) FE strain values were recorded with associated coordinate points.
(C) Points of high strain were imported into the agent-based models as local
damage. The agent-based models were run, and mean endpoint geometry (D)
was used to generate a new FE geometry.

5.3 Results

Each agent-based model simulated 672 h (28 days) of muscle regeneration. Figure

5.5 illustrates the progression of regeneration following injury as simulated by our

agent-based model. At t = 1, 10% of fibres were damaged, and neutrophil invasion
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began and lasted 24 h. This was followed by macrophage invasion over the first 3

days. Once macrophages cleared the necrotic tissue, SCs began the repair process.

fibre repair was completed at 216 h post-injury; hypertrophy occurred in cases

where the environment was suitable, i.e., when there were still active SCs in the

environment after the damaged fibres were replaced and boundaries re-formed.

In these cases, border fibrils were re-formed by recalculating the final fibrils that

were next to ECM, to accommodate hypertrophy. In the last stages of repair,

fibroblasts acted to fill the remaining gaps with ECM.

FE material parameters (C1, C3, C4, C5, K and density) were altered by

±10% to investigate changes in strain due to different input values for the mate-

rial properties (Table 5.3). For both ECM and fibre materials, a 10% increase in

parameter C5 decreased the maximum strain value by 7.07%; a 10% decrease in

C5 increased the maximum strain value by 7.29%. Percentage change in minimum

strain was also altered by C5 where a 10% increase in C5 decreased the minimum

strain by 2.16%, and a 10% decrease in C5 increased the minimum strain by

2.17%. For parameters C1, C3, C4, K and density, ± 10% variations in input

values resulted in less than 1% change in maximum and minimum strain values.

Damage levels with additional necrosis were varied from 0 to 20% at 5%

increments to explore the range in which efficient muscle regeneration can be

simulated (Figure 5.6). At 5 and 10% damage levels, the clearance of damaged

fibrils was completed within 90 h post injury and recovery of original fibril count

was achieved. 5% damage led to endpoint fibril count of 10,020 ± 80 (mean ±

SD) and 10% led to endpoint fibril count of 9,954 ± 206 (mean ± SD). 15% on

average was able to clear the damage but unable to reach original fibril levels

(endpoint mean ± SD 9785 ± 385). With extensive damage of 20%, there was

insufficient clearance of damaged fibrils (Figure 5.6B, arrows), and repair that oc-
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Figure 5.5: ABM simulation of muscle regeneration over time. At the first time
point, regions of the muscle fibre bundle show damage. This damage signals for
the mobilisation of macrophages, neutrophils, satellite cells and fibroblasts, which
interact in the muscle regeneration process. Note that the dominant change from
t = 216 to t = 672 h is ECM remodelling.

curred around those damaged fibrils did not reach the original count of 9,864 fibres.

We compared our simulated SC with literature values from Snijders et al.

(2015) and Mackey et al. (2017), and inflammatory cell counts with Wosczyna
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Table 5.3: Sensitivity analysis of FE material model parameters for ECM and
Fibres. Model values were varied by ±10% (input values) and percentage changes
to the maximum and minimum strain in each FE simulation are shown.

material parameter model
value

input
value

% change
maximum
strain

% change
minimum
strain

ECM

C1 0.5 0.45 0.0490 0.1160
0.55 -0.0473 -0.1029

C3 2 2.2 0.0001 0.0000
1.8 0.0001 0.0000

C4 60 66 0.0001 0.0000
54 0.0001 0.0000

C5 600 660 -7.0741 -2.1556
540 7.2902 2.1744

K 1000 1100 -0.6683 -0.2091
900 0.5573 0.1748

density 1 1.1 0.0001 0.0000
0.9 0.0001 0.0000

Fibre

C1 15 16.5 0.0490 0.1160
13.5 -0.0473 -0.1029

C3 2 2.2 0.0001 0.0000
1.8 0.0001 0.0000

C4 60 66 0.0001 0.0000
54 0.0001 0.0000

C5 600 660 -7.0741 -2.1556
540 7.2902 2.1744

K 1000 1100 -0.6683 -0.2091
900 0.5573 0.1748

density 1 1.1 0.0001 0.0000
0.9 0.0001 0.0000

and Rando [88] (Figure 5.7). For SCs, initial and average peak values at 72 h

are comparable; however, SC proliferation did not occur at the same initial rate

compared to the Snijders et al. [102]. Simulated proliferation stalled for the first

24 h and then rose sharply while literature data showed a gradual rise in SCs.

Simulated SC counts started to decline at 120 h, which was similar to the literature

(Figure 5.7B). Average neutrophil counts in the agent-based models peaked at 20

h under typical conditions, while macrophages peaked around 40 h. The decrease

in macrophage count in the agent-based model simulations occurred in sync with
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Figure 5.6: Fibril recovery post injury at varied damage levels of 0% fibrils to 20%
with 5% steps. (A) Fibril recovery at 5 and 10% showed average end fibril count
increase. At 15% clearance of damaged cells was effective and repair was close to
recovery, however, at 20% damage, the clearance of damaged fibrils did not reach
20% (arrow) and therefore (B) inflammatory cells and damaged fibrils remain
within the fibres.

the generalised time course for M1 macrophages, as evidenced from Wosczyna

and Rando [88] (Figure 5.7B,C). However, simulated macrophage count did not

perfectly replicate the time course for M2 macrophages. This is partially due to

the nature of the agent-based model, where the macrophage count combined both

M1 and M2 macrophages as one cell population that underwent a switch at the

appropriate time.

Fibril counts over the three iterations demonstrate the divergent outcomes

between the TD and CP muscle milieu (Figure 5.8). In the first iteration agent-

based model simulation for both CP and TD environments, the initial geometries

were identical, and the initial fibril count was 9,864 for both models (Figure 5.8A).

Damage was cleared at approx. t = 50 h and regeneration began at t = 70 h when

SCs were activated. In the TD scenario, recovery over initial fibril count occurred

at t = 200 h and a 0.79% increase in fibril count above original count (9,942 ±

108) was observed. In the CP seeded agent-based models, recovery peaked at 200

h but the model was not able to recover to original fibril count (9,296 ± 289). In
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Figure 5.7: Agent-based model simulated cell counts over time. (A) SC simulation
results (mean ± SD) compared to Snijders et al.[102] (B) Simulated inflammatory
cell counts of neutrophil and macrophage (mean ± SD) over time (solid line)
compared to the generalised time course of when neutrophil, M1 macrophage and
M2 macrophage cell counts are above 20% from baseline (dashed line), adapted
from [88].

the second iteration agent-based model simulation (Figure 5.8B), TD and CP en-

vironments were seeded with 10,000 and 9,515 fibrils, respectively, due to altered

geometry that resulted from the first iteration. For both scenarios, a 10% damage

threshold was applied again. Over the 28 days of simulated regeneration, the TD

environment repaired its fibril count to just above original levels (0.02%; fibril

count = 10,002 ± 130). Over the same 28 days, the CP environment did not repair

to original levels of fibrils and reached a final fibril count of 9,081 ± 331. The

initial fibril counts for the third iteration (Figure 5.8C) of the agent-based model

simulations were 10,060 (TD) and 9,272 (CP). For both cases, repair began at t

= 78 h. TD fibril count reached a fibril count of 10,080 ± 260, which is above the

initial fibril count for the third iteration. CP recovery was again unable to repair

to original counts, completing its regeneration cycle at a fibril count of 8,763 ± 301.

The coupled agent-based model and FE model simulated cyclic damage and

regeneration in TD and CP muscle, which manifested as progressive degeneration
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Figure 5.8: Agent-based model cell counts over time (mean ± SD) seeded with CP
(SC = 4) or TD (SC = 10) initial conditions. (A) Iteration one cell counts over
the first 672 h, based on initial geometry. TD fibril count exceeded initial count
whereas CP fibril recovery was impaired. (B) Agent-based model cell counts (mean
± SD) using TD and CP iteration two geometry and strain values seeded with
CP (SC = 4) or TD (SC = 10) conditions. TD fibril recovery continued to exceed
initial counts and CP fibril recovery was further impaired. (C) Iteration three
of the agent-based model cell counts. TD fibril count peaked above the original
value during repair however stabilised to just below initial values by the end of
the simulation. CP fibril recovery decreased to 8,763 ± 315 (mean ± SD).

in the CP model. When the FE model geometry simulated eccentric lengthening

of muscle, the regions of highest strain occurred on outer fibres, particularly

those located on the corners of the geometry. These regions were then assigned

high strain and damage in the agent-based model. For the TD coupled model,

i.e., the model in which the simulated muscle milieu represented TD muscle, the

agent-based model repaired all of the damage and grew larger than the initial

geometry with an increase in mean muscle fraction from 84.1 to 84.7% (p«0.001),

demonstrating emergent hypertrophy in these simulations. For the CP coupled

model, i.e. the model in which the simulated muscle milieu represented CP muscle,

the agent-based models were unable to repair the damage induced by the FE

model (Figure 5.9) and the mean muscle fraction declined from 84.1 to 79.2%

(p«0.001). In the second TD iteration, the FE model displayed more widely

distributed high strain values on outer fibres compared to the first iteration. In

this second iteration of the TD model, the agent-based models again showed an

increase in size of fibres affected by damage (muscle fraction = 85.2%, p«0.001),
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Figure 5.9: In the coupled ABM-FE modelling mechanobiological simulations, the
initial geometry leads to two unique endpoint geometries, according to whether
the agent-based models had a cellular milieu based on CP or TD muscle. Each of
those endpoint geometries then leads to a new FE model geometry and simulation,
where high strains differ based on the geometry from the previous step. Ultimately,
divergent geometries emerge, reflecting the different CP vs TD muscle outcomes,
where TD muscle regenerates fully each cycle and CP muscle fibres cyclically
degenerate.

again simulating emergent hypertrophy. In contrast, in the second iteration of the

CP model, the highest strain in the FE model was concentrated on the smallest

outer fibres, and in the ABM simulations, this damage was not entirely repaired,

failing to restore the geometry to its original geometry and further decreasing

muscle fraction to 77.3%. In the third iteration, fibre geometry showed a marginal

increase in size in the TD model. The CP fibres continued to decrease in size in

the third iteration, where muscle fraction fell to 79.6% and three fibres in partic-

ular demonstrated considerable atrophy (Figure 5.9, arrows). Average fibre cross

sectional area increased to 3,251 µm2 for TD scenario, and decreased to 2,533 µm2

for CP, from original area of 3,182 µm2, over three months. Sensitivity analysis
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Figure 5.10: Sensitivity analysis for SC count and the effect on fibril count (mean
± SD) over simulation time course. SC count was set to 4 (CP), 5, 7, 10 (TD),
and 13. Mean fibril count increased with increase in seeded SC count.

for SC counts of 4 (CP), 5, 7, 10 (TD) and 13 were performed and evaluated with

respect to fibril recovery (Figure 5.10). Mean fibril recovery increased with seeded

SC count. SC counts of 4, five and seven had greater variance compared to SC

counts of 10 and 13. Higher seeded SC count was inversely related to the number

of hours required for recovery of initial fibril count. A 50% reduction of SCs

reduced average fibril recovery count by only 110 fibrils while a 30% reduction in

seeded SC count led to mere marginal decreases in endpoint fibril recovery. An SC

count of 4, however, resulted in a more dramatic decrease of 523 fibrils compared

to an SC count of 5.

Endpoint ECM count was measured after the third month of regeneration for

CP and TD environments (Figure 5.11A). The CP environment had an endpoint

ECM count of 2,240 ± 176 and the TD environment had a lower endpoint count

of 1,932 ± 139. Tissue composition from the initial simulation was calculated and

compared to both the third month averages for CP and TD simulations (Figure
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Figure 5.11: (A) ECM recovery over the third month 28 days post injury simula-
tion. CP muscle environment (SC = 4) had higher end point ECM count of 2,240
± 176 and the TD environment had a lower endpoint count of 1932 ± 139. (B)
Tissue composition changed from initial simulations to the end of the third month.
ECM percentage increased by 4.6% in the CP scenario and marginally increased
by 0.3% in the TD scenario.

5.11B). The third month endpoint CP ECM made up 20.4% of the tissue, in-

creased from 15.8%. In comparison, the third month endpoint TD ECM increased

marginally to 16.1% from initial. While the TD ECM fraction and muscle frac-

tions were stable over 3 months, the CP muscle fraction decreased from 84.2% to

79.6%.

5.4 Discussion

In this work, we coupled agent-based modelling with finite element modelling of a

muscle fibre bundle to explore the interaction of muscle damage and regeneration

in the context of altered satellite cells and supporting cells in the muscle fibre

environment. We were particularly interested in whether this framework could

demonstrate a progressive degeneration of the muscle fibre bundle consistent with

the progression of cerebral palsy.
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Our coupled model demonstrates the canonical process of muscle regenera-

tion after several bouts of damage from eccentric contraction [14, 61, 94, 105,

158]. Over the course of 672 h, our simulations showed damage, inflammation,

clearance of damaged tissue, repair of muscle tissue regions, and remodelling of

the extracellular matrix. The regeneration model includes quiescence, activation,

and proliferation of satellite cells; M1 and M2 macrophages and neutrophils;

fibroblasts; muscle fibres and extracellular matrix agents; and secreted factors of

TNF-α, TNF-β, IGF-1, and HGF. Each of these factors and agents interacts with

one another in a bottom-up and nonlinear approach. The timeframe for repair in

the typical scenario was 14–21 days, in line with active muscle regeneration studies

where repair peaks at 2 weeks and subsequently declines [106]. Here, we imposed

10% damage at the initiation of each simulated iteration. It is possible that more

extensive damage would have required a longer simulation time frame to repair

fully; however, consistent in the literature are specific timeframes for different

stages of repair. This suggests that the cellular response may scale in magnitude

with the level of damage, rather than with the response timeframe. With this

said, there are certainly practical limits on the extent of damage that can be

repaired in skeletal muscle that is shown by incomplete clearance of damaged

tissue in the 20% damage scenario. Prolonged presence of damaged fibres and

resultant cellular debris due to insufficient inflammatory cell response has been

shown to delay muscle regeneration [270]. Our choice of 10% damage is thought to

represent a reasonable level of mechanical damage that does not exceed skeletal

muscle’s typical ability to mount the repair process.

Our models were consistent with literature reports of peak satellite cell

concentrations and timing of inflammatory cell concentrations [88, 102], and

demonstrate other well-characterised phenomena observed in skeletal muscle

regeneration such as ghost fibres [261] and fibrosis [172, 230, 271]. The rules for
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the present model focus on post-injury cell counts during regeneration in healthy

individuals after exercise-induced mechanical damage [23, 272–274]. While this is

a suitable model for exploring typical muscle injury and regeneration, this remains

a largely unexplored area in the context of CP. Additionally, directional cues for

non-cellular systemic agents such as cytokines have not been well-described in the

literature. Lacking this information, the present models relied on cytokines that

were concentrated at damage sites. Future models might consider using geomet-

rical features to inform directional cues for the diffusion of signalling factors. For

example, the inclusion of capillary location within the geometry could enhance

the spatial localisation of satellite cells and systemic cytokines within the model.

However, at this stage, the functions of systemic and local signalling factors on

muscle repair are yet to be fully explained [16]; future experimental exploration

and inclusion in computational models will be an exciting area in this field.

Sensitivity analysis demonstrated relative insensitivity of fibril count to satel-

lite cell concentration between SC levels of 5 and 13; however, the level of five

was such that, on average, simulations did not fully repair the damage induced

in them and fibril count was lower at the end of the simulation. SC counts below

five had drastically impaired ability to repair damage. The behaviour of satellite

cells in our model suggests a threshold of satellite cell concentration, above which

is sufficient to repair 10% damage, and below which the damage repair falls off

sharply. We performed additional sensitivity analyses on the constitutive param-

eters in our finite element model. While strain values were relatively insensitive

to perturbations in most constitutive parameters, predictably we found a larger

dependence of strain on c5, the along-fibre modulus. Overall, since the role of the

finite element model was to identify regions of high strain within the geometry,

the exact values of constitutive parameters are not thought to be of central

importance to this goal. In this coupled modelling framework, we used strain as
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the mechanical parameter associated with damage in the muscle fibre bundle.

Several prior studies reinforce this association ([258, 275, 276]. Mechanobiology

is an active field, however, and it is unclear how other parameters such as strain

rate, repeated loading, shear, and stress may contribute to the signalling and

processes of muscle regeneration. Future modelling and experimental work may

explore this area in finer detail.

Our framework involving FE modelling and ABM demonstrated a progressive

degeneration of muscle fibres in the simulations resembling cerebral palsy muscle.

The cerebral palsy muscle here was denoted by a reduced satellite cell concen-

tration. Here, for simplicity and direct comparison, we did not alter material

properties between the CP and TD FE models, and we did not change material

properties over the course of simulations. It is arguable that CP muscle would

have different constitutive properties compared to TD, such as stiffer muscle, or

that changes over time to the muscle could well be captured with changes to

material properties. The mode of injury used in this model was also limited to

eccentric lengthening. Concentric exercise can result in hypertrophy; however,

eccentric exercise is more efficient at eliciting hypertrophy and muscle growth

[277]. In any case, given the same form and extent of injury, whether by concentric

or eccentric loading, the repair mechanism would likely remain the same.

In this model, we chose eccentric contraction as a standard model that causes

fibre damage (and initiates the muscle repair process) and is physiologically

relevant. From that stimulus, we simulate and observe the regeneration process.

Damage frequency from eccentric strain may be caused more than once per

month, however this time course was used to explore the entire four step process

of muscle regeneration that is commonly referred to in the literature. Additionally,

it is known that strain is localised during eccentric contraction and subsequent
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injury occurs in the areas of highest strain (above a threshold) [258, 259, 275].

In a test case, random damage was seeded across the same agent-based model

(Figure 5.12). This model was unable to clear cellular debris at 10% damage level

and prevented ECM remodelling. This suggests that muscle repair in response to

eccentric contraction vs inflammatory myopathies require different responses, the

latter of which is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 5.12: (A) Fibril recovery following randomly seeded damage. (B) Initial
damage, mid-repair and endpoint geometry for ABM simulation. The damage has
not been sufficiently cleared and damaged fibres are embedded within the endpoint
fibres.

The purpose of the current model was to demonstrate if the process of mus-

cle regeneration could lead to degeneration with reduced SC numbers. Under this

proposition alone, our model illustrated this phenomenon, and the endpoint ge-

ometries observed here are similar to those seen in the literature for cerebral palsy

muscle cross-sections [168, 233, 278], namely reduced muscle fibre cross-sections

and increased area fraction of ECM. To make a more robust geometry selection

for the subsequent iterations, an average pixel geometry could be generated in

the future versions of this model. Over 3 months, the muscle fraction declined

in cerebral palsy simulations by 4.6%. In these simulations, the change in muscle

geometry due to decrease in fibre size of damaged fibres represents atrophy at the

fibre level. Under the framework that we have presented here, this degenerated
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muscle architecture characteristic of CP emerges from the same initial muscle ge-

ometry as in the TD model. The only difference was the muscle milieu, i.e. number

of satellite cells, and thus the regeneration process of the muscle after injury.

5.5 Conclusion

Coupled modelling is a powerful tool in its ability to connect tissue and organ level

behaviours to simple cellular interactions. This model demonstrated growth over

time in a TD muscle environment that experienced strain similar to that which

would occur from active eccentric lengthening. In simulations of CP muscle envi-

ronment, the same strains led to gradual degradation of size and shape of muscle

fibres over time. Overall, this work suggests a plausible connection consistent with

the physiological mechanisms that are observed in the clinical manifestation of

cerebral palsy.





Chapter 6

Delayed Skeletal Muscle Repair

Following Inflammatory Damage

in Simulated Agent-Based

Models of Muscle Regeneration

6.1 Introduction

Skeletal muscle undergoes remodelling in response to its usage and the demands

placed upon it [102]. Individual muscle fibres grow in size by adding myonuclei

and associated cytoplasm to existing fibres [279]. The contraction of these mus-

cle fibres, via cross-bridge cycling, allows movement of joints, and muscle fibre

hypertrophy is an advantageous adaptation that at macro-scale increases the

maximum strength of the muscle around that joint [280]. Hypertrophy is elicited

by increased and repeated bouts of muscle loading, particularly eccentric loading

[69, 73, 104]. The mechanical aspects of muscle loading cause physical damage to

the cells and tissue, which is transduced into a cascade of chemical changes that

95
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effects the repair and regeneration of damaged tissue [38, 69]. This well-regulated

process involves muscle fibres, satellite cells (SCs), fibroblasts, inflammatory cells

such as neutrophils and macrophages, cytokines, and growth factors (TNF-α,

IL-6, TGF-β, HGF, IL-10, IL-15, IGF-1) that guide cell behaviour [13, 48, 78,

246].

Active lengthening exercises cause localised areas of high strain on muscle

fibres [258, 275] which highlights the importance of directed mechanical insult

in guiding the normal regeneration process. As a consequence of mechanically

localised strain, cell activity is directed to specific repair sites that allow for timely

clearance of damage and subsequent building back of functional contractile muscle

fibrils [77, 138, 281]. In juxtaposition to this is non-localised damage where cells

do not transduce an external mechanical signal, and instead must respond to

widespread damage across the tissue, such as in chronic muscle disease [159, 177].

The implications of this form of widespread inflammatory damage on the process

of muscle regeneration have not been explored.

In the case of localised muscle damage, high strains imposed on muscle fibre

membranes disrupt and break the membrane, triggering a calcium imbalance [18].

In addition, mechanical stretching of skeletal muscle fibres increases extracellular

HGF, and initiates an acute inflammatory response [79, 147]. In the first 24 h

following loading it is conventionally understood that neutrophils invade and

begin to clear damaged tissues [78]. At 48-72 h, proinflammatory macrophages

reach peak numbers in order to phagocytose debris before anti-inflammatory

macrophages dominate, and their growth factors encourage the proliferation of

regenerative SCs [91, 281]. SCs are commonly studied muscle stem cells that are

responsible for the repair of damaged muscle tissue [102]. SCs become active in

the presence of HGF [146] and proliferate in the presence of cytokines such as IL-6
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and IGF-1 [282–285], before differentiating to myoblasts and fusing to existing

fibres [286]. Fibroblasts, on the other hand, are responsible for remodelling the

ECM— a component of muscle tissue essential for efficient force transfer across

the entire muscle [63]. Typically, the repair process takes 2-4 weeks [18]; however,

it is unknown how the process may be impacted by non-localised or widespread

damage that is not due to mechanical transduction.

Muscle repair is often described as a linear series of cell specific events, but

in fact the muscle cell environment, and therefore muscle repair environment is

multifaceted with dynamic interactions between cell populations, their chemical

environment, and external stimuli. In silico mechanobiological modelling can be

used to simulate the mechanical loading of muscle tissue and subsequent changes

to a system of muscle repair. Furthermore, these models can be used to test indi-

vidual variables that affect muscle repair, which would not otherwise be physio-

logically possible. Agent-based modelling (ABM) is a technique well-suited to the

exploration of biological questions pertaining to the process of skeletal muscle re-

generation [287]. In ABM, dynamic interactions reflect the complex and nonlinear

nature of physiological systems, and often lead to emergent phenomena. Previ-

ously ABM has been used to explore disuse induced atrophy [213], the Duchenne

muscular dystrophy (DMD) muscle microenvironment [212], and the muscle repair

process in cerebral palsy [288]. Here we have created an agent-based mechanobi-

ological model of human skeletal muscle that simulates repair following a bout

of localised versus widespread damage. The consequences of alteration in muscle

repair due to localised versus widespread damage has implications for chronic my-

opathies such as DMD and inflammatory myopathies (IMs) that are characterised

by progressive weakening, loss of muscle mass, and necrosis that overwhelms the

muscle repair response [29, 179, 185]. This model is used to compare cell popula-

tions and chemical concentrations throughout the cycle of repair in both localised
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and widespread randomised damage, the outcomes of which are used to infer the

implications of widespread inflammatory damage on the process of muscle repair.

This modelling approach can thus inform the fundamental nature of how the type

of injury influences muscle repair, and may elucidate aspects of the aetiology of

inflammatory muscle diseases.

6.2 Methods

An agent-based model of typical muscle regeneration was created using data from

experimental studies in the literature, further described in relevant subsections

below. The simulations represented muscle regeneration over 28 days following

arbitrary prescribed levels of 0, 1, 2, 5 and 10% damage. Damage was implemented

in one of two ways: 1) ‘Localised damage’ seeded using strain values from the

finite element (FE) model (Figure 6.1A), or 2) ‘widespread damage’ by labelling

as damaged a percentage of the original fibre count throughout the cross-section

of the muscle, and assigning those locations randomly (Figure 6.1B). FE model

development has been described in detail previously (Khuu et al., 2021). Briefly,

an FE geometry of 30 muscle fibres in a bundle was created using FeBio (Maas et

al., 2012), and simulated active eccentric contraction with 10% displacement, to

determine locations of high strain and mechanical damage. Coordinate points and

strain values were then imported to the agent-based model to guide cell behaviour.

This workflow was created to investigate the differences in simulation outcomes

between localised and widespread damage.

6.2.1 Agent-Based Modelling

The agent-based model was developed in Repast Simphony [217], a Java-based

modelling toolkit, and expands on an agent-based model previously described in

Khuu et al.[288]. Agent-based model geometry was based on pixel geometry of a
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Figure 6.1: (A) Mechanically localised strain values from FE model of a muscle
bundle was used to seed an agent-based model of muscle damage. This was com-
pared to (B) widespread damage seeded by selecting random muscle fibrils and
labelling them as damaged in the simulation.

histological slice from the literature [13]. Pixels were then imported onto a grid at

the corresponding coordinate points in Repast Simphony. Each pixel represents

3.61 µm2 of the muscle fibre environment. Each of the 30 muscle fibres in the

agent-based model had a cross-sectional slice thickness of 50 µm. The agent-based

model rules were developed based on literature descriptions of interactions be-

tween muscle fibres, non-fibre cells, and their chemical environment. Agents in the

agent-based model represent muscle fibres, macrophages and neutrophils, SCs,

fibroblasts, and ECM. Agent actions and interactions are described in detail in

the following subsections, as well as in Figure 6.2. Cytokines and growth factors

influenced the behaviour of cell agents. These extracellular guidance cues included

IL10, IL15, IL6, IGF-1, TGF-β, HGF, and TNF-α. Scaling factors for the chemical

factors were optimised using the genetic algorithm method (described below).

The model was built to simulate muscle regeneration following localised or

inflammatory seeded damage at user prescribed damage levels of 0, 1, 2, 5 and

10%. The highest strain values from the FE model were seeded in the agent-

based model at corresponding coordinate points to meet the prescribed damage

level. Initial agent-based model geometry consisted of 25840 fibril elements and
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4318 ECM elements placed on a 2D grid. Each time step represented one hour

of muscle regeneration and cell speeds were adjusted according to time step and

pixel area. Each simulation was run 50 times, and simulation results are shown

as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Wilcoxon rank sum tests were performed on

simulation results at peak concentrations and at endpoint for fibrils and ECM

outputs.

Figure 6.2: Flowchart of agent behaviour. Agent-based model and FE model geom-
etry was created using the same histological image. Green arrows indicate where
data was imported to seed the agent-based model. Strain values from the FE model
were taken in the case of localised damage, while random fibril objects were set
to ‘damaged’ for the widespread damage simulations.

Fibres & ECM

Fibre and ECM agents were seeded based on k-means clustering of pixels from a

histological image. Geometry was recreated by placing fibre and ECM pixels at

their corresponding coordinates on the 2D agent-based model grid. Fibres were

damaged using either a random or localised method. The random damage method
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involved setting agents at random coordinate points within a fibre to a damaged

state. Localised damage used the coordinates of the highest strain values to set

fibre areas to ‘damaged’. Damage levels were set according to the user prescribed

levels for each model. Once damaged, surrounding fibres and ECM also underwent

necrosis if within the immediate Von Neumann neighbourhood. The collagen den-

sity of the ECM decreased as inflammatory cells cleared the damaged tissue.

Neutrophils & Macrophages

Macrophages and neutrophil agents were initialised to random grid cells that con-

tained ECM agents. Neutrophils then searched a Moore neighbourhood for points

of low collagen density to move to. If the agent came across damaged fibres or

ECM, it would mark it as damaged and release pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-

α and IL-6 [83, 89, 289]. This caused increased proliferation of neutrophils and

macrophages to areas of high cytokine concentration. Neutrophils typically peak

within 24 h [16]. When a fibre or ECM agent was sufficiently broken down, neu-

trophils or macrophages could phagocytose the debris [78]. M1 Macrophages ini-

tially released pro-inflammatory TNF-α and IL-6 and proliferated when there was

persistent fibre damage [290]. Once macrophage agents had phagocytosed debris,

they switched to an anti-inflammatory or M2 phenotype [91, 93], secreting anti-

inflammatory cytokines allowing for satellite cell proliferation [91].

Satellite cells

SCs were seeded based on the assumption of 0.1 SC per fibre for 10 µm thick

sections, and multiplied by 5 to suit a 50 µm thick cross section [102, 103]. For

30 fibres, the initial count was 12. Satellite cells were placed at border fibre co-

ordinates to replicate the muscle fibre niche. SCs are activated in the presence of

HGF and move towards the damaged areas based on this cytokine gradient [126].
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SC division takes place while levels of HGF remain high and IGF-1 is present

[146, 291]. Proliferation of SCs occurs through both asymmetric and symmetric

division [292], with a 50% chance of either occurring. SCs are active after three

days and search for sites needing repair. SC speed was roughly 40 µm/h [293].

SCs could move across 1 pixel every 1/11th of a time step based on speed and

pixel area representation. Myoblast fusion time takes between 12-48 h [286, 294].

Once SCs arrived at a repair site, a random number generator from 3-24 was run

to account for fusion time. SCs would stay at the site until the number of time

steps was greater than the random number. If the original average fibre size was

exceeded, the borders of fibres were able to expand, and hypertrophy could occur.

When active SCs were depleted fibre borders were reformed.

Fibroblasts

Fibroblasts were seeded according to [103] and time course data for fibroblast

cell counts were used to optimise cytokine levels (see below). Fibroblasts were

randomly located on the ECM. Fibroblasts proliferated in the presence of a pos-

itive IL-15 and TGF-β gradient [139, 295]. Fibroblast speed was set to 52 µm/h

[296] and they were able to move only through ECM components to reach ECM

sites that needed remodelling. Fibroblasts laid down collagen at these sites before

searching for the next empty ECM site.

Secreted Factors

A table of cytokine and growth factor interactions was created based on literature

descriptions of growth factor and cytokine interactions (Table 6.1). Growth factors

and cytokines were represented by seven equations based on these interactions

(equations 6.1-6.7). Global optimisation was used to determine 31 coefficients for

the equations. Briefly, the genetic algorithm optimisation method was used from
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the MATLAB global optimisation toolbox (The MathWorks, Inc), to minimise

the objective function, in this case the RMSE between simulated fibroblast counts

over time, and the known literature data of fibroblast counts over time [103].

Table 6.1: Interactions between selected cytokines and growth factors involved in
the muscle repair process. + denotes upregulation and − denotes downregulation.

Cytokines
Regulatory response to cytokines

IGF-1 TNF-α IL-6 HGF IL-10 IL-15 TGF-β

IGF-1 − [297]

TNF-α −[298,299] + [300] + [301]

IL-6 −[297] − [263] + [263] +[83] +[302]

HGF − [303] + [147,303]

IL-10 + [162] − [136,162]

IL-15 − [295]

TGF-β − [304] − [141] − [305] − [306]

dIL10

dt
= 0.899(AM) + 0.827(IL6) + 0.670(HGF ) (6.1)

dIL15

dt
= 0.004(F ) + 0.558(Mb) + 0.377(TNFα)− 0.825(TGFβ) (6.2)

dTNF

dt
= 0.273(IM) + 0.456(N) + 0.493(Fb)− 0.346(TGFβ)

−0.106(IL6)− 0.044(IL10)− 0.485(IGF1)

(6.3)

dHGF

dt
= 0.755F + 0.156IL6 (6.4)

dIL6

dt
= 0.043(N) + 0.395(IM) + 0.077(F )− 0.077(HGF )

−0.132(TGFβ) + 0.482(TNFα)

(6.5)
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dIGF1

dt
= 0.258(AM) + 0.009(F )− 0.788(TNFα)− 0.019(TGFβ)

−0.477IL6 + 0.826(IL10)

(6.6)

dTGF

dt
= 0.007(F ) + 0.211(AM)− 0.798(IL6) (6.7)

where AM was the number of anti-inflammatory macrophages, N was the

number of neutrophils, IM was the number of pro-inflammatory macrophages,

Fb was the number of fibroblasts, F was the number of fibres, and Mb was the

number of myoblasts.

6.3 Results

Cell counts over time were recorded from 50 simulations to understand the effect

of localised and widespread damage on the muscle repair process. ‘No damage’

simulations showed no change in cell counts (Figure 6.3A-E), as expected. Fibril

counts for both damage scenarios were similar at the 1% damage level throughout

the simulated 672 h. With damage levels of 1% (Figure 6.3F-J), 2% (Figure 6.3K-

O) and 5% (Figure 6.3P-T), the recovery of original fibril count was completed

faster in the localised compared to widespread simulations. The mean time to

recovery (25840 fibrils) was t= 152 h for localised and t = 165 h for widespread at

1% damage, t= 176 h for localised and t = 199 h for widespread at 2% damage,

and 290 h for localised and 296 h for widespread at 5% damage. In addition,

damaged fibril removal was delayed in the 5% damage simulation. End point fibril

counts for 2% and 5% damage were significantly greater in localised [26100 ±

30 and 26100 ± 50 (mean ± SD) respectively], compared to widespread damage

levels [26080 ± 40 and 26080 ± 20 (mean ± SD)], p =8e−4 and p = 5e−3 for 2%

and 5% conditions, respectively. Damage of 10% exacerbated the differences in
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fibril recovery with delayed clearance of damaged fibrils (t = 96 h for localised, t=

122 h for widespread). 10% localised damage fibril levels were repaired by t = 351

h while widespread damage was, on average, unable to reach original fibril count

in the simulation time frame. Endpoint fibril count was greater than original

in 10% localised [26090±50 (mean± SD)] but decreased following widespread

damage [25370 ± 460 (mean ± SD)].

Peak neutrophil numbers were significantly greater in all localised simulations

compared to widespread (p = 1.46e−5, 4.99e−11, 7.01e−18, 7.06e−18 for 1, 2, 5,

10% damage, respectively). Amplitude of neutrophil count scaled with prescribed

damage percentage. Neutrophils peaked at 12 h, following 1 and 2% damage, and

at 22 h in response to 5% damage. Following 10% damage, neutrophils peaked

earlier in the localised (24 h) compared to widespread (39 h) simulations. Dif-

ference in neutrophil recruitment was most apparent at 10% prescribed damage

with 2161 ± 121 (localised) and 1345 ± 193 (widespread) peak concentration.

Contrastingly, macrophage counts were significantly greater for widespread dam-

age levels as opposed to localised (p = 1.62e−13, 3.84e−8, 1.85e−13, 7.05e−18

for 1, 2, 5, 10% damage, respectively. Peak macrophage counts were delayed in

widespread simulations, with the most obvious difference in the 10% simulations,

with a delay of 27 h for widespread compared to localised and counts of 4157 ±

91 (widespread) and 3536 ± 34 (localised).

Mean satellite cell recruitment scaled with damage percentage. Following

1% damage, both conditions activated on average 18 SCs, p = 0.33. At 2% the

mean SC activation was higher for localised (25) compared to widespread (21), p

=1.4e−6. Damage of 5% showed slightly increased but non-significant differences

in activation for localised damage compared to widespread (28 vs 27, p = 0.33)

whereas during 10% damage repair, mean numbers for localised damage were
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Figure 6.3: Cell counts (mean ± SD) over 672 h, from 50 simulations in localised
and widespread damage conditions. A-E are control cell counts where no dam-
age was imposed. F-J show fibril, neutrophil, macrophage, SC and ECM counts
simulated over 672 h following 1% damage. K-O show 2% damage, P-T show
5% damage, and U-Y show 10% damage. Fibril repair is delayed and does not
meet pre-injury levels at 10%. Neutrophils are increased in localised simulations
compared to widespread. Macrophage recruitment is delayed and increased in
widespread damage simulations. Satellite cell recruitment increases with damage
level. The ECM count is recovered under both simulation conditions

much higher than widespread (37 SC in localised and 31 SC in widespread, p

=7.05e−18). 10% widespread damage also led to depletion of the SC pool at the

end of the simulation.

The amount of ECM damage was greater in widespread damage due to excess

necrosis that occurs in surrounding cells. ECM repair was sufficient throughout
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Figure 6.4: (A) Change in percentage ECM from initial, for 10% localised and
10% widespread damage, and (B) change in agent-based model geometry from
starting geometry for 10% localised and 10% widespread damage. Widespread
damage leads to gaps in muscle fibres and changes in fibre shape

all damage levels. ECM was increased from 4351 to 4401 in the 10% widespread

damage scenario and was not significantly different between endpoints (p = 0.75)

(Figure 6.4A); however, the change from original ECM percentage is increased

and the endpoint geometry shows marked differences in the repair outcomes

(Figure 6.4B). Cytokine levels were recorded over the simulation time frame in

arbitrary units (AU) (Figure 6.5). Original levels are shown in the 0% damage

column (Figure 6.5A-G), in response to 1% damage (Figure 6.5H-N), 2% damage

(Figure 6.5O-U), 5% damage (Figure 6.5V-AA), and 10% damage (Figure 6.5BB-

HH). HGF levels increased as damage percentage increased. HGF was initially

high after 1% localised damage until 32 h, with a five-hour delay for widespread

damage. The duration of elevated HGF increased with damage percentage to 42,

68 and 96 h at 2, 5, and 10% localised damage, respectively. Widespread damage

levels had increased duration of elevated HGF (47, 79 and 117 h for 2, 5, and 10%

damage, respectively).
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Figure 6.5: Cytokine and growth factor levels for muscle regeneration over 672 h.
A-G no damage levels, H-N cytokine response following 1% damage, O-U 2%
damage cytokine response, V-AA 5% damage cytokine response, and (BB-HH
10% damage cytokine levels over 672 h, mean ± SD.

IGF-1 and TGF-β peak levels were higher for widespread damage (2364 at 83

h for 5% damage, 4056 at 125 h for 10% damage) compared to localised (2084 at

69 h for 5% damage, 3208 at 98 h for 10% damage) and this was more prominent

at higher damage percentages of 5 and 10% (p = 7.07e−18 for IGF-1 and TGF-β
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). In contrast, TNF-α levels were more elevated following localised damage for 5%

and at 10% damage (p = 7.05e-18). IL-10 levels were similar between widespread

and localised damage for each damage percentage; however, at 10% damage IL-10

remained high for 35 hours longer in widespread compared to localised damage. IL-

15 and IL-6 levels were lower at peak amplitude for 5 and 10% percent widespread

damage (p = 7.06e−18 for IL-15 and 7.07e−18 for IL-6) compared to localised at

0-166 h, and 0-157 h, respectively.

6.4 Discussion

Skeletal muscle regeneration research has previously focused on phenotypes and

behaviour of individual cell types. However, it is important to investigate the

impact of all the cells in the system and the impact that disease has on the

regulation of the regeneration process. In accordance with this, we have pre-

sented a mechanobiological model of muscle regeneration following localised and

widespread damage that shows similarities to what is observed during chronic

myopathies such as DMD and IMs.

Fibril cell counts over time demonstrated that at 1, 2, and 5% damage elicited

an increase in fibril recovery above the original levels. This suggests muscle growth

akin to hypertrophy; however, this was marginally less in widespread damage

levels compared to localised. Between 5 and 10% damage, there is a threshold

damage percentage at which the time for repair is not sufficient to reach original

counts for widespread damage. 10% widespread damage demonstrated a loss

of fibrils and changes in muscle fibre morphology. The slight change in ECM

fraction between initial and 10% damage simulations was made more apparent

when compared to the decrease in fibril recovery and overall geometry. In DMD

histology, fibres lose their regular shape, become split and smaller, and have
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more centralised nuclei compared to typical fibres [187]. Variation in fibre cell

diameter is observed in polymyositis as well as increased perimysial and epimysial

connective tissue accumulation [307].

Hypertrophy is expected in response to mechanically localised damage such

as in exercise, with increases of 1% per month when cumulative gains for 12 week

resistance training cycles are adjusted [73]. However, it is important to be able to

estimate the amount of fibril damage that occurs following a single bout of exer-

cise. In future disease simulations, the strains imposed by eccentric lengthening

would be added to any damage from the progression of chronic myopathies that

exist in that tissue. This would mean an increased overall percentage of damage

in the widespread model compared to localised, and the differences between the

simulation states would likely be obvious at lower levels of user prescribed damage.

Interestingly, the macrophage response was reduced in localised damage sim-

ulations and required less time to clear debris. There was greater neutrophil

recruitment in localised damage compared to widespread, and this may account

for the faster clearance time of damage tissue, as the neutrophils actively control

the acute inflammatory response through removal of damaged tissue and release

of cytokines that modulate the subsequent cell behaviour [14]. Sciorati et al.

[72] describe the clearance of dying cells in skeletal muscle as critical to muscle

homeostasis. The localised damage simulations demonstrated efficient clearance,

while the widespread damage simulations had delayed clearance. It is well known

that delayed or insufficient inflammatory clearance, for example due to anti-

inflammatory medication, has marked effects on the outcome of regeneration

as a whole by attenuating recruitment of SCs [97]. In addition, early ablation

of macrophages in mice leads to decreases in anti-inflammatory macrophages

which are crucial to robust repair [308]. Hohlfeld et al. [309] have shown that
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histopathology of polymyositis and inclusion body myositis demonstrate pro-

longed mononuclear cell infiltrate [178, 307], which is also reflected in widespread

damage simulations.

This study used damage percentages of 1, 2, 5 and 10%, with 10% being

a considerable insult to muscle. However, the appropriate level of damage to

apply was not known. Our model was not able to discern between 1, 5 and

10% damage as representing an appropriate level of damage, as they all result

in roughly 1% increase in fibril count that was expected as a result of mus-

cle repair [73]. Moreover, there is limited information on baseline cytokine and

growth factor concentrations that can markedly alter cell response to damage,

as well as chemical regulation of the environment. This study was limited in

selection of cytokines, and these were based on those most commonly studied

in muscle. Cytokine alterations in IMs include increased IL-10 and TNF-α from

mononuclear cells, and decreased TGF-β [178]. The latter two outcomes are not

reflected in these simulations, but the cytokine profiles for IMs differ from those

commonly studied for typical muscle repair and so inclusion of disease specific

cytokines is an important consideration. Satellite cell numbers and their level

of recruitment dictate the speed at which new fibrils are laid down given ade-

quate clearance of damage. Literature values of SC counts differ greatly between

0 and 72 h [9, 102, 103], with the rate of recruitment not well known in this model.

These simulations suggest that SC recruitment scales with damage, but SC

time course data for healthy and diseased muscle at various levels of damage

has not been recorded. At all localised damage levels, the actions of SCs were

sufficient to restore the fibril count, and a fraction of the SCs returned to quies-

cence. In 10% widespread damage the depletion of the SC pool altogether was

a surprising outcome. It is important to recognise that in studying the modality
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of damage alone, other factors, such as satellite cell recruitment in disease, were

not tested. SCs are initially upregulated in DMD but then decrease in number of

asymmetric divisions, reducing the number of myogenic progenitor cells. Adding

in other chronic characteristics of disease is an important consideration given that

in DMD, the absence of dystrophin leads to loss of polarity in SCs and therefore

a decreased rate of progenitor cell proliferation and overall muscle regeneration

[30, 186, 292].

Cytokine and growth factor profiles were presented in this study in levels rel-

ative to initial, therefore it is difficult to compare these to existing data on mus-

cle repair where much of the available data represent the first 24 h time frame.

HGF is known to be released from the ECM and activates quiescent SCs [126,

310]. It also regulates the transition of M1 macrophage to anti-inflammatory M2

macrophages [147]. This transition seems to be faster in localised injury condi-

tions, and prolonged TGF-β expression in the 10% widespread simulation is also

reflective macrophage secretions. M2a macrophages are increased in ageing muscle

that can lead to increased fibrosis [80]. Zhao et al. [311] have shown that deletion

of myostatin, the TGF-β family myokine, in mouse models of DMD led to reduc-

tions in fibrosis. Overall these studies demonstrate the need for tight regulation

of cytokine and growth factors in response to muscle injury.

6.5 Conclusions

Appropriate mechanotransduction of external forces is important for cell be-

haviours within muscle. Bouts of widespread inflammatory damage, such as that

in disease, lead to longer periods of inflammatory cell invasion and attenuated

repair, which is more apparent at high percentages of damage. Overall changes to

ECM and fibril counts following widespread damage suggest that the decrease in
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contractile tissue is a negative outcome of muscle function and repair. This study

used in silico mechanobiological modelling to investigate the differences in skeletal

muscle regeneration between mechanically mediated and widespread inflamma-

tory damage. There were stark differences in outcomes between mechanical injury

and inflammatory damage following high levels of damage, indicating fundamental

differences between the way these injury mechanisms influence regeneration. The

outcomes observed also recapitulated features of muscle disease such as altered

muscle fibre morphology and fibrosis. This study may point to the mediators of

muscle regeneration as therapeutic and pharmaceutical targets to mitigate the

muscle degeneration accompanying chronic muscle diseases such as inflammatory

myopathies and DMD.





Chapter 7

Discussion and Future Directions

Skeletal muscle form, function, and physiology are studied across various fields,

from the biological sciences, health, nutrition, mechanics, human performance,

and the biomedical disciplines. The extensive overlap that exists when studying

skeletal muscle highlights the overall importance that the preservation of muscular

ability has on human function as a whole. Skeletal muscle is a widely researched

and commonly modelled tissue, but few have investigated its repair process in the

context of disease. The repair of this tissue determines how we live our lives and

the activities in which we participate. This project has explored the pathways to

the regeneration of muscle tissue in both healthy and pathological conditions.

The first preliminary study described in Chapter 4 simulated the general time

scales of cell behaviour during muscle repair. We found threshold limits of satellite

cells required to repair tissue following 10% tissue damage. Below satellite cell

(SC) concentrations of 0.06 SC per fibre, regeneration was impaired compared

to our baseline SC concentration of 0.1 SC per fibre. Though this was not sur-

prising because SCs are directly tied to the regenerative potential of the muscle

environment, an interesting observation was the increased deposition of ECM

components by fibroblasts due to insufficient repair. This observation reflects

115
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changes that are empirically observed in diseases such as CP. CP muscle has

decreased satellite cell numbers and excess fibrosis [230]. The alterations above,

combined with significant mechanical insults such as activities of daily living

and rehabilitation, could lead to impaired regeneration over longer than typical

timeframes. Despite the critical role SCs have in repair and their extensive study

in typical muscle, the progression of muscle impairment on the cellular scale is

unknown in CP. The implications of SC loss in CP have not been explored in the

context of muscle repair, and further work is needed to probe this area more deeply.

We further investigated this in Chapter 5 with a more detailed framework that

incorporated mechanical stimuli to represent muscle strain localisation during

active lengthening of a fibre bundle. Here we discovered once again that there was

a threshold of SC numbers (0.05 SCs per fibre), below which complete repair could

not take place, and this occurred when the decrease in SC was representative of

the decrease that would be observed in CP (0.04 SC per fibre). The loss of fibrils

worsened over three bouts of mechanical insult and three repair cycles; there

were significant decreases in muscle fibril count and increases in ECM fraction

under CP conditions. In contrast, typical SC counts led to muscle growth and

no increase in ECM fraction, preserving the overall fibre bundle geometry. Cell

response following simulated mechanical insult tended to scale with damage; how-

ever, it begs the question of what level of damage a typical bout of exercise would

result in, which could be quantified and reported with biopsies following specific

exercise regimens. Nevertheless, this model allowed cyclic muscle regeneration

and degeneration modelling over time.

The first two studies assumed localised mechanical insults to muscle; however,

chronic myopathies such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy and inflammatory my-

opathies are characterised by necrosis and inflammation [25, 28]. Chapter 6 ex-
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plored the impact of localised and widespread damage on the process of muscle

repair. Interestingly, the simulations suggest a level of damage between 5 and

10%, at which repair was inadequate following widespread damage. The repair

was expected to be impaired in the widespread scenario due to cell migration

speeds; however, the recovery of fibril count following widespread damage was

higher than expected at 5% damage. Both mechanical and chronic inflammatory

damage occurs in muscles affected by myopathies. Future studies of chronic my-

opathies should include both forms of damage, likely to lower the threshold of

widespread damage above which complete recovery of fibril counts is not possible.

7.1 Skeletal muscle repair

Skeletal muscle tissue has been researched extensively in response to exercise and

exposure to toxins in human and animal models. Muscle repair is often outlined

as a series of events over 2-4 weeks and is rarely studied as a whole system. Much

of the information about typical inflammatory and ECM remodelling stages of

repair can be inferred from studies of acute immune responses and wound healing.

However, less is known about the activation and regulation of satellite cells, fibrob-

lasts, and other possible cell types with myogenic potential. Mauro first identified

satellite cells in 1961, and since then, the field of muscle regeneration has grown.

The ability to salvage the satellite cell niche with ageing and disease would be

a considerable feat. However, transplant studies have consistently identified that

SCs cannot regulate and perform muscle repair independently. It is essential to

understand cell and chemical regulation in the muscle environment and the mech-

anisms by which their behaviour is altered, such as during fibrosis. Understanding

muscle repair in CP could help preserve the quality of existing muscle for individ-

uals rather than continually leading to ongoing degeneration. Moreover, despite

the known genetic origins of diseases such as DMD, we are only just beginning
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to understand how the lack of dystrophin directly impacts the cell types involved

in muscle repair. The potential to replicate or restore the satellite cell niche is

required for healthy repair and, therefore, to treat disease and muscle loss.

7.2 Computational Modelling

Agent-based modelling (ABM) in biology has become more common in recent

years. Repast Simphony provided an avenue to easily build an agent-based model

based on histology, which interfaced well with FE model results. Modelling toolk-

its that incorporate biological ontology such as PhysiCell [215], and Compucell

3D [312] have become more accessible. These ABM software have built-in cell

behaviours relating to cell movement and proliferation, meaning that less of the

onus is on researchers studying biology and physiology to understand complex

programming.

In the agent-based models described, the time course for repair and resolution

of time steps could be refined to evaluate discrete repair stages. In our model,

neutrophil agents act over the shortest time scale of 0-24 h, while SCs took three

days to activate alone. Breaking down the process into four parts (i.e. inflam-

mation, clearance, repair, and remodelling) and feeding forward cell information

may help to get more resolution of cell behaviour within the simulated hour. The

end-point information from each step can then be passed on to create a more

comprehensive model. The repair stages typically take place concurrently; how-

ever, having outputs from discrete repair stages offers validation against literature

and experimental data at different time scales and on separate parts of the system.

The current agent-based model was seeded to represent a slice of 50 µm, and

the mechanical input was taken along the fibre of a 3D FE model to account for
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information lost in a 2D model. Muscle repair also involves many cells moving

along the fibre, so investigating muscle models along the length of the fibre or in

3D would provide a more detailed understanding of repair dynamics. 3D repair

modelling is possible in Repast Simphony but requires computing power beyond

what was used in these studies. Detailed models of 30 fibres presented in chapter

6 took an average of 25 minutes to run per simulation, with 500 simulations

required. The increase in time for 3D geometry and search of 3D space for cell

interactions is expected to be far greater than this. With that said, it would

be worthwhile to develop a 3D model along the length of fibres, or showing the

longitudinal cross section of fibres. In this axis, it is possible to examine cell

migration in greater detail as natural movements of SCs occur along the fibre.

ABM softwares that include biological ontology are now capable of 3D modelling

of tissue structures, such as those involved in angiogenesis. These simulations

appear less computationally expensive and it would be useful to apply these

techniques to future models of skeletal muscle.

Differences in equations between chapters are due to the additive nature of this

modelling process. We used the three models to answer three specific questions.

The original equations were based on findings from simulations from Martin et al

[213], that solved a set of inflammatory cell ODEs to determine the contributions

from different cell types to the secreted factors. In this first instance, the equa-

tions relied on change in cell number to control concentration. This preliminary

study focused on the activity of satellite cells and how fibroblasts altered ECM

production in response to the SC number. The second model emphasised chronic

regeneration over time and offered more details relating to the growth factor

environment and use of the ValueLayerDiffusion algorithm. The equations in this

study were based on literature examples of interactions between cytokines and

growth factors, and the influence of cell secretions. In the final model, we were
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interested in looking at the nature of damage, and wanted to focus our attention

on fibroblasts as they are important to SC activity. Due to insufficient information

on secreted factors in the literature, the coefficients were optimised for fibroblast

numbers over time, and interactions were again based on general rules found

throughout the literature.

Integrating geometric data from the agent-based model and strain data from

the FE model required development of a simple workflow. A 28 day cycle of

repair was chosen as the time frame to couple model data because it represents

a known time frame for physiological repair of muscle. In reality, the effects of

mechanotransduction occur constantly and are ongoing throughout the entire

repair cycle. For this reason it is important to understand the time frame of the

most critical geometrical changes during muscle disease. The time steps for cou-

pling the two models could then be increased to suit the time frame of geometrical

changes, rather than on a 28 day repair cycle basis which I used here.

It would be interesting to further explore the differences in strain outputs from

passive and active muscle. Future FEM integration into the ABM could explore

the use of absolute strain values from both types of muscle model, and seed these

values across the geometry without a threshold for damage. This would be partic-

ularly useful in 3D along fibre length simulations rather than at a cross-section.

This allows for multiple locations of regenerating and degenerating zones that

are known to occur following eccentric contraction exercises [13]. With that said,

high strain values were used in these models with the aim of identifying areas on

the muscle fibres where damage is most likely to occur. Eccentric contraction was

applied in the FE model since it is known to induce high damage, but the model

was not built to answer questions around the nature of active stretch and its

influence on muscle damage and regeneration. Rather, the active stretch causes
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damage in the model, and that damage influences regeneration. A more complex

model would be an interesting follow-on, with greater exploration around active

stretch and its specific influence on regeneration. It should be noted that, we did

not explore the absolute differences between passive and active muscle.

Geometry plays a critical role in strain distribution throughout the muscle.

The 3D FE model of muscle proved challenging to model when made to scale,

and when built from geometry based on histology due to the nonlinear nature of

modelling biological soft tissues with active contraction. This approach was taken

because the geometry in the FE model needed to map directly to the agent-based

model geometry. The FE method usually utilises simplification and takes advan-

tage of symmetry; however, the agent-based model geometry was created to be

able to seed a reasonable number of cells on a per fibre basis, thus, single fibre

models would not suffice in this scenario as SC numbers are as low as 0.1 per fibre

in healthy tissue. Smaller sections of simplified geometry, e.g. different diameter

cylinders forming a muscle bundle, can help with this issue but is also less repre-

sentative of the physiological muscle fibre morphology. Parameter identification for

continuum models of skeletal muscles with active material properties continue to

be a drawback. However, given that strain localisation tends to be governed by ge-

ometry, the use of the FE modelling to locate high strain areas was fit for purpose.

Open-source software that includes material models of muscle such as FeBio

[224] made FE model development easier; however, computing power is limited

with the resolution required to capture the geometry of muscle bundles. Ele-

ment density and memory allocation were somewhat improved by using high-

performance computing but could only represent a small slice of tissue on the

order of microns. Future studies should evaluate the impact of geometry on the

strain distribution in muscles to optimise this workflow.
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7.3 Conclusions and future directions

Many efforts exist to understand every process in the human body on multi-

ple scales: from molecules to whole organisms. The coupling of ABM and FE

modelling for studying biological tissues should be utilised in bioengineering. In

muscle repair, agent-based models can be developed to ask questions that are

otherwise not feasible. Agent-based models are valuable tools to evaluate changes

in a system as a whole and to observe emergent outcomes. These emergent

behaviours offer more targeted hypotheses and should be tested experimentally

using more valuable animal models and human tissues. In bioengineering, this

form of modelling permits researchers to connect external stimuli to multiple lev-

els of physiology that help to understand processes over time in health and disease.

Muscle repair affects every individual; from those with chronic disease to

elite athletes and every ageing individual in between. Traditional bioengineering

has done well to identify the macro-scale changes in response to disease and

injury. However, it is time to consider how to improve muscle repair in disease

and ageing, which requires a cross-disciplinary approach. The most challenging

issue in developing coupled agent-based models of human muscle repair is data

availability on human cell dynamics and the chemicals they produce. Future work

should aim to answer how SC activation and recruitment are modulated, and how

fibroblast activity can be regulated by the muscle environment to prevent fibrosis.

Key cell types have been identified in this thesis and have taken centre stage in

our simulations of muscle repair; however, of these cells, SCs are the most studied

in healthy and myopathic tissue. Muscle research must proceed by considering all

cell populations in the muscle milieu as contributors to an optimal environment

for growth. Coupled models of muscle repair and experimental muscle studies

can be mutually beneficial; often, academic research requires that experimental
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studies on different cell types be performed in isolation. The suggestion here is

that agent-based models of muscle repair, and human organ systems in general,

become a venue to bring together this knowledge.

In order to build robust models, agent-based models would benefit from con-

sistent and repeated experimental tissue studies that identify and validate the

cell numbers present given the same prescribed level of damage to the muscle. To

my knowledge, exercise protocols in healthy participants often differ, and cross-

validation of the cell numbers presented in these studies has not been performed.

It is then needless to say that even fewer studies exist that characterise the cell

populations present during repair in myopathies; however, that may be a fallacy

because chronically myopathic tissue is likely to be under a constant state of

repair. In alignment with studies of cell populations, muscle tissue studies should

also analyse the most common cytokines and growth factors in muscle. The infor-

mation in these models is modular in design. It can be passed down into models

that study biochemical interactions or up to study whole muscle function or even

linked across to models of neuromuscular control. Aggregating this knowledge

in an in silico model of healthy muscle tissue would make it possible to infer,

test and predict changes during disease and model how they could be regulated.

This gives rise to further refinement and testing of experimental protocols and

ultimately leads to therapeutic pathways to improve muscle repair for individuals

affected by myopathies.

The field of bioengineering has pioneered modelling of the human body across

the spatial scales from proteins to organs [313]. Much of the effort has primarily

been at the whole organ level and this project is a contribution to understanding

underlying cell behaviour driven by macro level mechanics. These cell models pre-

sented can be shared with the scientific community through frameworks such as
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CellML [314]. Importantly, many of the numerical models of muscle are finite ele-

ment models, finite differences, boundary elements, and differential calculus. This

is one of the first efforts to explore ABM and its coupling with continuum methods

like FE modelling in skeletal muscle. The outcomes from this thesis will further

extend the scenarios in both healthy and diseased states that can be explored

using computational modelling. Ultimately, the contribution of cell-level bottom-

up modelling to in silico approaches in bioengineering represents a new link that

will enable robust modelling of human physiology from molecular signalling and

mechanobiology, all the way to whole body function. This is a promising area, and

a very exciting time for computational modelling in musculoskeletal bioengineer-

ing.
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174 Stress-strain relationships

Figure A.1: Stress-Strain curve for lengthening of active and passive fibres, and the
ECM. The slope of the fibre with active contraction is 18% steeper compared to
the passive curves. Passive ECM and fibre stiffness are roughly the same, despite
C1 being set to 0.5 for ECM and 15 for Fibres, meaning that tensile modulus of
ECM was lower compared to fibres.



Appendix B

Agent-based model code

Below are screenshots of agent-based model code that demonstrate how key func-

tions were implemented. The full code can be found at https://simtk.org/

projects/musc_regen_abm.
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Figure B.1: Example of ABM user interface after initialisation. The parameters
tab can be used to change model variables such as damage percentage, localised
vs random damage, and initial cell counts
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Figure B.2: Code showing how to implement a context builder class in Repast
Simphony. This can be used to create a space or grid for the objects to exist on.
Value layers can also be added to allow objects within this context to access values
such as collagen density, or cytokine concentrations.

Figure B.3: The damage method uses the damage percentage from user input to
calculate the total number of fibre objects to be damaged. These damaged objects
can also search for and damage neighbouring objects.
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Figure B.4: This demonstrates the method by which neutrophils search for damage.
Neutrophils search a 4x4 Moore neighbourhood and check if there locations have
higher IL6 concentrations than their existing locations. If this is true then the
neutrophil can move towards this point.
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Figure B.5: The process of removing Macrophages from the context is the models
representation of apoptosis. After 48 h If Macrophage count over time is declining
and it has become a M2 macrophage, the macrophage is removed from the context.
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Figure B.6: Satellite cells move towards a location based on HGF value, if the new
cell has high HGF, the SC will move to the new point and also expression MyoD
and Myf5.
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Figure B.7: Satellite cells use a differentiation time to keep track of transitions
between states. If an SC object is an active myoblast, then the timer switches on
to determine the time between divisions and fusion to myofibres.
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